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Bedding

AMONG THE FARMERS.

STEWART, M. D.,

srutn τuk plow."

SAWDUST OR

for Stables.

COMFORT OF THE

DAIRY COW.

Correepon<l«nce on practical agricultural topic·
to solicited.
Address all communication* In·
It is not likely that sawdust is availtenUeil for this department to Hemkt D. able io
many localities, but where it
Hammond, Agricultural B<Utor Oxford Demcan be procured it will oost about one
ocrat. Parle, Me.
cent per hundred pounds, which make·
it a comparatively cheap bedding. It
Practice; not Theory.
must be said that the sawdust, everyI cannot understand how any dairy- thing considered, was the most satis1
man can get along without a silo.
factory of the materials used in tests.
remember when we tint built our silo It kept the cows cleaner than anything
it was regarded as something of a freak else and stayed in place better, as it is
in our neighborhood. A neighbor in- not as easily shoved around as are the
timated that milk from cows fed silage straw and stover. It can be made to
was
open to suspicion. Subsequently look cleaner and neater than either of
this same neighbor tried a silo himself the other materials and, unlike the
and now cannot speak too highly in favor straw and stover, is entirely free from
of it. I recently heard one successful dust The only possible objection that
dairyman say that if he had built a silo could be urged against it is that it cartive years earlier he would have easily ries so much moisture as to make it a
saved $1000. I figure that when you get little damp, but it is very doubtful if
20 tons of silage to the acre, it is equal this baa any bad effect. The sawdust
to seven tons of the beet hay. Ta
from the pitch pines of the southern
ought to setMe the question in the mind states is said to have a bad effect on the
of any reasonable man.—H. O. Daniels, sandy soils of that section. The sawMiddlesex County, Ct.
dust decays slowly and has a tendency
to loosen up a soil already too loose.
This objection would hardly hold good
In our dairy methods, whether the
outside of the pitch pine regions or on
cows be grades or thoroughbreds, as
clay land. Sawdust manure is ideal for
soon as the milk scales show a low proon fields.
duction the poor milk givers are dis- scattering
8AWDU8T OR SHAVINGS.
posed of.—H. G. Manchester, VicePresident Connecticut Dairymen s AsPractically all that can be eaid in favor of the sawdust is true of the shavsociation.
ings, and it is also quite dry. It Is without the objectionable dust of straw and
There is no other calling or trade that
stover. It makes a tine appearance.
affords as much recreation as tlie farmer
The only objection is that it is light,
may take. Cone< quently the farmers and a
strong breeze blowing through the
are able to pick up and enjoy more of
stable is likely to scatter it, but orother
than
of
life
the bright spots
any
it stays under the cows well
Haas. Like other good things if we dinarily
and is not easily shoved about. The
abuse this privilege, we must suffer for
used come baled and cost about
it. Let us enjoy the bright spots of life shavings
to $7 per ton in car lota. ,The test
as thev come to us and we shall never
about 1,100
si owe that it would
regret'«t.—S- M. King, Oxford County, pounds per cow for a require
year.
Me.
For the strictly sanitary dairy, sawdust and shavings are the ideal bedding
Years ago I had much trouble with materials, though the ordinary dairy
farmer could not be advised to buy
crows pulling my com, but late years
get along nicely with them. The crow when he could raise either the straw or
the
to
a
the stover. There is a little dust in
is a -good fellow, and
blessing
farmer if rightly managed. When my shavings, but it would have no effect on
corn is about ready to come up, 1 sow the wholeeomeness of the milk, as the
is generally
one or two quarts corn to the acre broad- dust from the shavings
I see to it that the small particles of wood and seldom concast over the field.
As was
crows do not get out of corn, keeping it tains any molds or bacteria.
stated before the eawdust is damp and
on the ground until the plants get
good start. I have lost but three oi has no duet. Moreover, both of these
four bills by crows this season. They materials keep the cows cleaner and
I think make a stable look neater than either
eat about two quarts a day.
this is the cheapest way to handle them. the straw or the stover.
—V. A. Wilbur, Windham County, Vt.
RYE STRAW.'

ICE, COAL,

LIME, CEMENT
—

—

1 find it very satisfactory to feed sheep
In the summer give them rape
rape.
pasture and they will come to the barn
in fine condition. I feed cider apples
and turnips; about one quart each in
the morning and all the good clov» bay
they will eat. I keep salt and water
near them and give some grain when
they have lambs. I like bran, cottonseed meal and oats for the sheep. Keep
Crooktheir feet and backs dry.—W.
er, Piscataquis County, Me.

yard.

Rocky Mountain Tea Nuggets

Nasal

CATARRH

HILLS,

Lowest Prices in Oxford Gounty.
NORWAY,

WANTED

CARPETS

OLD

RUGS

WANTED.

May 30,

possible."
The magazine article in question
should be read by every farmer in the
country. It clearly sbows how whole
sections have been devastated by these
companies and how some of the enoras

1904.

In
mous fortunes have been built up.
view of such startling disclosures it is
no wonder that the public ownership
sentiment is growing. Either the wings
of these companies must be clipped or
the liberties of the American people
must soon come to an end. President
Roosevelt ia taking a noble stand in this
direction and his arms should be upheld
by every farmer in the land. Oranges
should discuss the matter and lend their
Rye
On
Satisfaction
Ulaua, Cash or Credit.
aid. This can be done by subordinate
Free.
antecd. Eyee Tested
grange· pasting resolutions and sending
and senators.
NORWAT, MAXNZI. them to our congressmen
It would be useless for the State Orange
to make such demand as its legislative
NOTICE.
committee would at once consign it to
Paris* Maine, May 23, 1905. the region of bunkum. The railroad
rat· question is the greatest single issue
All persons are hereby forbidden before
the American people to-day and
Columof
on the
the
upon its final solution must depend
bia Parris
dumping refuse or tak- weal or woe of the farmers of this land.

OR. PARMEMTER

trespassing:
by
ing stones from

premises

the

stone

walls.

The Apple Crop.
Moderate, if not small, appears to be
the general conclusion for the apple
AU bills contracted against the tow· of P·*·
rewe
on the highway, either labor >xr-eHi.ai.
crop from the very uneven outlook
la«
the
baft*·
<*
«
want presented «or pajat^
ported in the various apple sections of
day

oiewj

noath

/

ι or rABU.

theooontry.

CAP'N ERI

8HAVINQ8 IDKAL FOB THE

In the city markets rye straw sells for
about twice as much as any other material intended for bedding. Of course
it is intended almost exclusively for
horses, and the double price paid for it
Dealers in
would indicate that horsemen considered
it just twice as desirable for bedding.
It is a little difficult to get at the true
Farmers evidently prefer the
reason.
wheat straw for both horses and cows.
It is very doubtful if rye straw would
prove at all satisfactory in a dairy stable.
It is hard and stiff, and in some tests
ALSO
made at this station, with a separate
and smaller herd than the one used in
Cement sidewalks made in iS and
Linseed meal is a profitable feed
the previous tests, about the same quancent
33
for
old
in
the
inch
per
process
$1.25 per square carrying
squares
24
tity of rye straw as of wheat straw was
meal,
than
is
more
which
order.
gluten
to
made
protein,
Cement steps
used, but the cows did not keep in as
but less than cottonseed meal. Feed
clean a condition. The rye straw apSouth Paris, Maine.
linseed meal with bran or some bulky
parently was a very poor absorbent.—
feed, so the animals will not take it into C. F. Doane,
Maryland.
their systems too hurriedly, or have too
HOLLISTCRS
much in their stomachs at one time.—A.
Cement Cheaper Than Wood.
W. Gilman, Commissioner Agriculture,
Tear by year lumber is getting more
A Busy Medietas for Buy People.
Maine.
Hcarce and cemont is coming rapidly
Renewed
and
Health
QolJea
Vigor.
Brisgt
forward in the manufacture of many
A specific for Constipation, indigestion. Live
The price of grain here in Connecticut things heretofore made of wood. The
anil Kidney Troubles Pimples. Eczema, Iuipurt
the
Blood. Bad Breath. Sluggish Bowels. Headache
is so high that farmers must
"V"1® first cost of cement is no more andMost
•ml Buokaohp. It's R>>eky Mountain Tea in tab- substitute. What we need is a
lasting qualities are as of stoue.
Genuine made by
let form, 85 cents a box.
of corn that will give a well balanced farmers think if they have a job of
H >li.i8tier Dura Company, Madison, Wis.
of silage cement work to do, whether it be a
GOLDEN NUGGETS FOR ΓALLOW PEOPLE ration to feed in the form
The corn that is used here mostly for walk or stable floor or hog trough, that
silage is the dent varieties, but what we the first thing they must do is to hire a
This is
want is a dint corn that will answer the mason at $3.50 or more a day.
dual purpose for silage and also the ears needless, as the average farmer can do
for general use. The trouble with all the work if he is cartful and will use
the dent coru that we use for suage, good material.
Use only the best Portland cement,
more particularly the red cob silage is
In all Its sta rs than
so large and so full of moisture that it
weighing 400 pounds to the barrel.
shoulJ be ctoauUMS·.
does not dry out well enough so we can This should cost only $2.25 to 12.50 per
Ely's Cream Balm
grind it for several months. The barrel. The cheap grades are often unhesla
and
soothes
e!cau«es,
trouble with the tiint corn is that there satisfactory in doing good work. Laet
the diseased membrane.
Is year I put in about 300 square feet for a
is not enough stalk to use as silage.
it cures catarrh and drives
not there some variety of corn we can cow stable floor, using less than two
«way a cold in the head
get that will answer the dual P"rP°8® barrels cement for the job including a
quickly.
for silage and for general use, and that ϋ-inch gutter. Some have an idea that a
Cream Ral-n is placed Into the nostrils, spreads
1 would like cement floor is slippery but I do not find
will ripen in our climate.
oror the nic.xrraac and is absorbed. Relie? le imto hear from readers of the New Eng- it so and find that bedding will adhere to
mediate end a cure follows. It is not drying—does
land Homestead in refreence to this it better than to a plank floor. It is a
not produce enee/in^. Large Sue, 50 eente at Drugclean, nice floor to take care of and all
matter—C. M. J., Ct.
gi»ti or by mail ; Trial Size, 10 cents by mail.
the liquids c*n be saved by using absorbYork
New
94
Warren
Street,
LLY BROTHERS,
ents in the gutter.
can
My cows receive all the hay they
About two years ago as an experieat twice a day, and in addition wheat
ment 1 made a walk 15 feet long and 3
Roots
meal.
middlings and cottonseed
feet wide, thinking perhaps it might not
rhe
are fed two or three times a week,
stand as it was in a very low, unfavorlook
I
sick.
carefuHy able
cows are never
place. I did not know what effect
after the drinking water *nd "ee that t
the frost might have on it, but it stood
is pure and also keep rock salt in their
all right and is as good to-day as the day
stalls during the winter.—J. E. bmall,
Jeweler and Graduate Optician.
Γ put it in and I used less than 1 1-2
Hancock County, Me.
bushels cement in making it. Last summer I put in a watering trough 10 feet
Many farmers who keep a dairy Still long. 4 feet wide and 30 inches deep,
pvrMst" iu feeding morning, uoon aud inside measurements, at a money outlay
night. This practice from my expe- of 95.17. All who have seen it prorience and observation should be aban- nounce it a good piece of work. In
doned. Two feeds of hay with a meal doing a job of this, kind there are two
MAINE.
ration morning and night are far better. very necessary things. Havo a good
Where no feed is given at noon, the foundation and good drainage for withdairy cow has the day to rest and secrete out these you cannot do a good permathe milk dow. Then, too, her appetite nent job.—C. L. Jackson in New England
PARKER'S
is quickened for the feed when it is put I Homestead.
HAIR BALSAM
; before her.—W. H. Keith
Kennebec
■OHM and beantifae C.» !»J..
Roots for Sheep.
1}'rum.4M a luxuriant growth.
| County, Me., in New England Hometo
Beaiore
Tail»
Crayi
Never
It is generally conceded that sbeep
I llj;r to ie· Toutiiful Color. | stead.
I
I Out* «caip >1 «wirt * bu
raising in England is carried on more
jQr.anJ <1 at Dnitfiit»
]
The Rate Question.
successfully than it is in the United
The railroad problem is looming up States. Those informed
concerning
higher and higher in this country and methods of sheep feeding in England
like the ghost of Banquo will not down. claim that while in soaie respects cliThe discrimination made by the com- matic conditions in that country are a
panies in favor of the trusts and other little more favorable than they are in
YOU TO SEND US TOUR
rich corporations has practically ruined the United States, the greater success of
the cattle industry in the West and the Englishman is due largely to the
out many a thriving industry fact that he is a heavy feeder of root
stamped
and have th"m ma· to Into handsome,
in the smaller farming towns. In fact, crops, such as turnips, mangels, sugar
dealrable
the railroads now have it in their power beets, etc. A short time ago a feeding
to build up one town by the complete experiment was carried on in England
destruction of another. After buying top the purpoee of testing the value of
secat about one-half the co*t of any run
up land at nominal rates in some
turnips when fed in connection with oil
Send for booklet M.
tion they can divert population tbere meal and clover hay to fattening wethjou can buy
from surrounding towns and make enor- ers, as compared with oil meal and
NOVELTY RUG CO.,
mous
profits. The whole iniquitous clover bay without succulent food. The
36$ Congress street,
system is fully explained by Kay Stan- sheep receiving roots made gains of 42
MAINE.
PORTLAND.
uard Baker in the November issue of pounds while those fed dry feed alone
Among other made gains in the same time of only 2Θ
McClure's Magazine.
thing· Mr. Baker says: "And the great pounds per head. This experiment,
fact arising out of these conditions, the therefore, demonstrate· the value of
overwhelming fact, is that these enor- roots as feed for sheep.
It is not likely that under onr conPeeled Pulp Wood, Spruce, Fir, Hem- mous powers, the control of the very
is in the ditions roots can be fed economically in
lock and Poplar, delivered on car· at instrument of business destiny,
to Bethel, hands of a comparatively few private as large quantities as they can in Eagany R. R. Station from Pownal
citizens who are handling the tool not gland on account of cheaper grains in
the coming year.
to build up the nation properly, but to this country, but it is certain that more
E. W. PENLEY, Weet Paris.
fill their own pockets in as short a time attention should be paid to the raising
J. M. DAY, Bryant's Pond.

A. W. Walker & Son,
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[CUNTINUKD.]
John Baxter was lying just as the
captain had left him, ami the others
watched anxiously as the doctor listened at the parted lips and thrust hie
hand inside the faded blue waistcoat.

"He's alive," he said, after a moment,
"but unconscious. We must get him
home at once."
"He heard the bell and was runnln'
to the Are when he was took," said
Captain Jerry. "Run out in his shirt
sleeves, and was took when he got as

fur as here."
"That's the way I flgger It," said Eri
unblushlngly. "Lift him carefully, you
fellers. Now then!"
"I warned him against overexertion
or excitement months ago," said the
doctor, as tliey bore the senseless burden toward the big bouse, now as
black as the grave that was so near
Its owner. "We must find some one to
take care of him at once. I don't believe the old man has a relation within
hundred miles."

a

"Why don't we
house?"
suggested

"

'Twouldn't

seem

take

him

to our

Captain
plaguy

so

Jerry.

lone-

an.vhow."
"By mighty!" ejaculated Captain Eri

some,

In astonishment "Well, Jerry. I'll be
switched If you ain't right down brilOf course we
liant once In awhile.
He can have the spare room.
will.
Why didn't I think of that, I wonder?"
And so John Baxter, who had not
paid a visit in his native village since
his wife died, came at last to his
friend's home to pay what seemed likely to be a final one. They carried him
as disup the stairs to the spare room,
mal and cheerless as spare rooms In
the country generally are. undressed
him as tenderly as their rough hands
would allow, robed him In one of Captain Jerry's nightshirts—the buttons

pecial emphasis—"of Nantucket. Mrs.
Snow, tbb Is Cap'n Perez ttyder."
Tliey shook bauds. Captain Perez
managed to say that be was glad to
meet Mrs. Snow. Captain Jerry said
nothing, but be looked like a criminal
awaiting the full of the drop.
"Doctor," continued the captain, pay-

ing

attentibn to the signals of disdisplayed by his friend, "I beard
say a spell ago that John here

no

tress

you
needed somebody to take care of him.
Well, Mrs. Snow—she's a—a—sort of
relation of Jerry's"—just a suspicion
of a smile accompanied this assertion—
"and she's done consid'rnble nussin' in
her time. I've been talkin' the thing
over with her, and she's willin' to look
out for John till he gits better."
The physician adjusted his eyeglasses
and looked the voluuteer nurse over
keenly. The lady paid no attention to
the scrutiny, but calmly removed her
bonnet and placed it on the bureau,
i "Cap'n Baxter's in here, I s'pose.
Shall 1 walk right in?" she said to the
doctor.

The man of medicine seemed a little
surprised at the lady's command of
the situation, but he eaid:
"Why, yes, ma'am; I guess you may.
You have nursed before, I think the

captain said."
"Five years with my husband. He
Before that
bad slow consumption.
with my mother and most of my broth-

case.
away to procure his medicine
Ralph Ilazeltine, having been profusely thanked for bis services and promising to call the next day, went back
to the station, and the three captains
sat down by the bedside to watch and

wait

Eri was too much perturbed
but the other two, although
sympathetically sorry for the sufferer,
were bursting with excitement and cu-

Captain

to talk,

riosity.
"Well, If this ain't been a night!"
exclaimed Captain Jerry. "Seem's if

everything happened at once. Fust
that darky and then the fire and then
this. Don't it beat all?"
"Eri," said Captain Perez anxiously,
"was John layln' Jest the same way
when you found him as he was when
we come?"
"Right In the same place," was the
answer.

"I didu't say In the same place. I
asked If he was layln' the same way."
Laid
"He hadn't moved a muscle.
Jest as if he was dead."
It will be noticed that Captain Eri
was adhering strictly to the truth.
Luckily, Perez seemed to be satisfied,
for he asked no further questions, but
observed : "It's a good thing we've got
a crowd to swear how we found him.
There's a heap of folks in this town
would be sayin* he set that fire If
for that."
"Some of 'eiu will be sayln* It anyhow," remarked Jerrj'·
"Some folks Ml say auything but their
prayers," snapped Eri savagely. "They
Auil
won't say It while I'm aroupd.
look here, If you hear anybody sayln'
It you tell 'em It's a He. If that don't
keep 'em «pilot let me know."
"Oh. all right! We know he didn't
twa'n't

I was jest sayln'
"Well, don't say It."
"My, you're techy! Guess fires and
"—

set it.

colored folks don't agree with you.
What are we goin' to do now? If John
don't die. and the Lord knows I hope
he won't, lie's likely to be sick here a
long spell. Who are we goin' to git to
take care of him? That's what I want
to know. Somebody's got to do it, and
If Jerry 'd only give in
we ain't fit.

and git married now"—
But Captain Jerry's protest against
matrimony was as obstinate as ever.
urging after
Even Perez gave up

awhile, auil conversation lagged again.

few minutes the doctor came
back, anil his examination of the patient and demands for glasses of water, teaspoons aud the like kept Perez
It was some time
and Jerry bnay.
before they noticed that Captain Erl
had disappeared. Even then they did
uot pay much attention to the circumstance, but watched the physician at
work and questioned him concerning
the nature of their guest's illness.
"D' you think he'll die, doctor?" Inquired Jerry in a hushed voice as they
came ont of the sickroom into the conIn

a

necting chamber.
"Can't say.

He has bad a stroke of

paralysis, and there seem to be other
complications. If he regains conscious-

I shall think he has a chance,
but not a very good one. His pulse le
I don't think heMl
a little stronger.
lie tonight, but If he lives he will need
α good nurse, and I don't know of one
ness

'fite new

nurse

underutoud her buttinam.

and sisters at one time or another.
I've seen consld'rable sickness all my
life. More of that than anything else,
I guess. Now, if you'll come in with
me, so's to tell me about the medi-

era

cine and so ou."
With a short "Humph" the physician
followed her Into the sickroom, while
the three mariners gazed wide eyed In
at the door.
They watched as Dr.
Palmer explained medicines and gave
directions. It did not need an expert
to see that the new nurse understood
her business.
\Vheu the doctor came out his face

shone with gratification.
"She'll do," he said emphatically. "If
all your relatives are like that, Cap'n
Burgess, I'd like to know 'em. 'Twould
help me in my business." Then he
added in response to a question: "He
I
seems to be a little better Just now.
think there will be no change for
awhile. If there should be, send for
I'll call in the morning. Gracious,
daylight now!"
They saw him to the door and then
Mrs. Snow was
came back upstairs.
busy urranging the pillows, setting the
room in something like order and caring for her patient's garments that had
been tossed belter skelter on the floor
In the huriy of undressing. She came
to the door as they entered Captuin
Eri's chamber.
"Mrs. Snow," said the captain, "you'd
better sleep lu my room here long's
you stay. I'll bunk in with Perez downstairs. I'll git my dunnage out of here
right off. I think likely you'll want to
me.

it's almost

clean up some."
The lady from Nantucket glanced at
the bureau top and seemed about to
say something, but checked herself.

What she did say was:
"P'raps you'd better introduce me to
Cap'n Burgess. I don't think we've

met, if we are relations."
Captain Erl actually blushed a little.
"Why, of course," he said. "Excuse
me, ma'anl. Jerry, this is Mrs. Snow.
I don't know what's got into me, beiu'

ever

so

careless."

'rue eacriDce shook

uie nurse a uuuu

and said something, nobody knew exactly what. Mrs. Snow went on to
say: "Now, I want you men to go
right on to l>ed, for I know you're all

tuckered out We can talk tomorrow—
I forgot
I mean today, of course.
I
'twas next door to daylight now.
shall set up with Cap'n Baxter, and If
I need you I'll call you. I'll call you
Good
anyway when I think it's time.

night."

They protested, of course, but the
Bbe calmly
lady would not listen.
seated herself In the rocker by the bed
and waved them to go, which two of
them reluctantly did after awhile. The
other one bad gone already. It would
be superfluous to mention his name.
Downstairs again and in Perez's
room Captain Erl came in for a questioning that bade fair to keep up forHe shut off all inquiries, however.

be
ever, with the announcement that
wouldn't tell them a word about it till
he'd had some sleep.
Teres fell asleep almost im-

Captain

mediately. Captain Jerry, tired out,
did the same, but Captain Erl's eyes
did not close. The surf pounded and
grumbled. A rooster, early astir, crowed somewhere In the distance. Daniel
thumped the side of his stall and then
subsided for another nap. Tbejpray
morning light brightened the window
of the little house.
Then Captain Eri slid silently out of
bed, dressed with elaborate precautions against noise, put on his cap and
tiptoed out of the house. He walked
through the dripping grass, climbed
.the back fence and hurried to the hill
where John Baxter bad fallen. Once
there, he looked carefully around to be
Orsure that no one was watching.
ham, as a rule, is an early riser, but
this morning ^most of the inhabitants,
haviug been up for the greater part of
the night, were making up lost sleep,
and the caotain was absolutely alone.

I of maimer bin rejomuer was to me
effect that "lie was bound to rise, but
that didn't mean there wa'n't dirty
water underneath." On the way borne
her and got her to come down. That β he asked Ilazeltlne concerning the trouno
t
made
I
aln
all tliere Is to that.
ble at the cable station and how Mr.

Assured of this, be turned to the bush
underneath which be bad blddeu the
burned coat, pushed aside the drenched
boughs with their fading leaves and

Srs 'was

And then he made an unpleasant discovery. The coat was^gone.
lie spent an agitated quarter of an
hour bunting through every clump of
bushes in tho immediate vicinity, but
there waj no doubt of it. Some one
had been there before him and had

arrangement with her, and

reached down for the telltale garment.

needed

OUR WEEKLY

I skipped out whl1® y0"
busy with the doctor, found

So

eomethlnij

got to be done. What do
her led Kin' by what you've seen?
Captain Perez gave It as bis opinion
that she was "all right" and added,
»lt Jerry here wa'n't so pigheaded
he'd marry her without
at
waltln' another minute.
fae
'That β my
>
Erl nodded.

a5f "nee

Langley had treated the matter.
Ralph replied that Mr. Langley

HEW M LETTER

bad

said nothing to him about it. It was
his opinion that the old gentleman un- Prince Louis and Horte Show Week.
derstood the affair pretty well and was
Gowns and Hats Seen at the Garden.

blame him. As for the
j not disposedhadto been
as docile as lambs,

Fashionable

men, they
and he thought the feeling toward himself was not as bitter as it bad l»een,
all of which his companion said he

In^vain

strenuous work at the Dre and bad
off in the midst of his worry.
He sprang to his feet and tried to separate dreams from realities.
"Land of love, Perez!" he ejaculated.
"Here you and me have been sleepiu'
ba'f the forenoon. We'd ought to be
ashamed of ourselves. Let's git dressed quicker'n chain lightnin'."
"Dressed?" queried Perez, sitting up
in bed. "I should think you was dressed now, l>oots and all. What are you

dropped

talkin' 'bout?"
The captain glanced down at his
clothes and seemed as much surprised
He managed to pull
as his friend.
himself together, however, and stam-

mered :
"Dressed?
Oh, I'm dressed, of
course! It's you I'm try in' to git some
life into."
"Well, why didn't you call a feller
'steml of gittin' up and dressin' all by
yourself. I never see such a critter.
Where's my socks?"
To avoid further perplexing questions
Captain Eri went into the dining room.
The table was set, really set, with a
clean cloth and dishes that shone.

here this inornin'?"
"Yes; he come 'bout an hour ago.
Now, if you wouldn't mind goin' up
and stayin* with Cap'n Baxter for a
finish gettln'
few minutes while I
breakfast. I've been up and down so
many times in the last ha'f hour I don't
know'e I'm sartin whether I'm on my
head or my heels."
The captain went upstairs in a dazed
state. As be passed through what had

been his room he vaguely noticed that
the bureau top was clean and that
most of the rubbish that had ornament*
ed it had disappeared.
The sick man lay just as he bad left
him, bis white face as colorless as
the clean pillowcase against which it
rested. Captain Eri remembered that
the pillowcases in the spare room bad
looked a little yellow the night before, possibly owing to the fact that
as the room bad not been occupied for
months they had not been changed.
He reasoned that the improvement was
Another one of the reforms instituted
by the lady from Nantucket
He sat down in the rocker by the
bed and thought, with a shiver, of the
missing coat. There were nine chances
out of ten that whoever found it would
to the old
"Come Outer." The contents of the
pocket would be almost certain to reveal the secret if the coat Itself did not.

recognize

it as

belonging

It remained to be seen who the finder
Meanwas and what he would do.
while there was no use worrying. Having come to this conclusion, the captain, with customary philosophy, resolved to think of something else.
Mrs. Snow entered aud announced
that breakfast was ready and that he
uiust go down at once and eat it while

It was hot.
She, having breakfasted
t ome time before, would stay with the
was over. Capι .iilont until the meal
,iin Eri at first flatly declined to listen
to any such arrangement, but the calm
insistence of the Nantucket visitor prevailed, as usual. The captain realized
that the capacity for "bossin' things,"
that be had discerned in the letter, was
even more apparent in the lady herself.
Une thing he did insist upon, howSnow
ever, aud this was that Mrs.
should "turn in" as booh as breakfast
was over. One of the three would take
the watch in the sickroom while the
other two washed the dishes.
Captain Eri found his friends seated
at the table aud feasting on hot biscuits, eggs and clear, appetizing coffee. They greeted him Joyously.
"Iley, Eri!" hailed Captain Perez.
"Alu't this gay? Look at them eggs!
to a T. Ain't much like JerB'iled

jest
ry's ha'f raw kind."

"Humph! You needn't say uothin'.
Perez," observed Captain Jerry, his
mouth full of biscuit. "When you was

cook

you

allers

b'iled

'em

hard

so

they'd dent the barn if you'd tired 'em

How's John, Eri?"
Captain Eri gave his and the" doctor's
opinion of his friend's condition and
then said: "Now, we've got to have
at it.

some

kind of

a

settlement

ou

this

mar-

ryln* question. Last night when I was
it come ucrost
up iu the room there
what I'd
me all of a sudden that from
she'd
seen of this Nantucket woman
ho lest the sort of nurse that John

Hood's

Stmparflla enjoys the dls-

tinctionof being the greatest curative and preventive
medidDe the world he· ever
known. It is on all-roand

producing

its

un-

equalled effects by parity·
fag, vitflDdng and enriching
the blood on which the
health and strength of every
organ· bone and tihnft de»
Accent no sabsti»
tor Hood's, bat
•1st on having Hood's
AND ONLY HOOD'S.

S

°t they °agreed

lay this proposal

ιΪΛ»—
mîLr"C
reluctantly consenting.
to

Then
Erl took up another su
John Baxter, as has been said. had
one relative, a granddaughter. llvtag
somewhere near Boston. Captain Erl
felt that this granddaughter ehoukl
notified of the old mans illness at
The difficulty was that none of
once.
them knew the young lady's addres
Jerry

Captain

"Her fust name's Elizabeth,
ae her mother's wa..» -M »

sam

J-J

They
her dad's name was Treston.
called her Elsie. John m«d to write
p
to her every once In awlll!e·
Sam would know where she
"Jest 'cause Sam's postmaster, ob-

J,Z I'erei.

lived;

"it don't

reads the name on ever}· letter that
goes out and remembers
-Well if he don't," said Captain
jerry decidedly. "Mary Emma doe*
She rejids everything, postals and

'enj bcHlde^

Miss Mary Emma Cahoon
assistant at the postofflce and was
sessed of a well developed curiosity
concerning other people's correspond-

pos-

""Humph,"

1

exclaimed Captain Eri.
We'll write the letter and
I'll ask Mary Emma for the address
when I go up to mail It."
So Captain Perez went upstair- to
take Mrs. Snow's place as nurse wb
>
that lady "turned in." Captain .11
went into the kitchen to wash the

"that"

so!

dishes and Captain Eri sat down
write the note that should in orm
Elizabeth l'reston of her grandfathers
It was a very short note and
merely stated the fact without further
Information.
Having had some ex-

UlmwT

ac^

princes covered themselves with
glory—tin· Garden was never more resplendent, the gowns more gorgeous
and. incidentally, the horses were never more splendid. Certainly interest in
of the

the horse show does not wane, and,
while the well bred woman was perhaps a trifle less conspira >usly gowned
than formerly, her costumes were
marked with a certain smartness frequently marred by overelabor.it ion.
At morning and afternoon m -sions a

ter's condition continued critical, and
she agreed to act as nurse and housekeeper for awhile at least for the sum
of $0 a week. Tbis price was fixed only after considerable discussion by the
three mariners, for Captain Eri was
and Captain Jerrv
Inclined to offer

surprising number of chic black gowns
were noticeable, some of c! >th and
many of handsome velvet,

t

u

day afternoon Mrs. N< !'■ i. ;!:··
Van;:··:
of Mrs. Reginald
splendidly gowned !:i a sever.

but ?4.
When Ralph Hnzeltlne called late In
the afternoon of the following day the
dining room was so transformed that
he scarcely knew it. The dust had dis

Thurs»'her

: :

was

plain

velvet fr.u k. with ν.ό. ·!ι she
velvet picture b;:i piled high
with a mass of nodding pium»*s. \ conblack
wore

the chronometer vas polished till it shone, the faille was covered
with a cloth that was snow white,
and everything movable had the appearance of being in Its place. Altogether there was an evidence of order

appeared,

a

spicuous "accessory" was a tiny skye
dog which accouip.nileil her swathed in
α black velvet collar held in place by
Mrs.
glittering diamond slide ·. Λ
Xeilson and her diamond studded ter-

rier swept Into one of the Van ierbilt
boxes both Reginald and Alfred Vanderbilt were uoing "stunts" in t!:e ring,
Alfred driving a smart tour-in hand to
the infinité delight of the spectators.
One of the leaders »»f millhuuiredom
In a nearby box was regal in purple
and Irish crochet. Her gown was of

that was almost startling.
Captain Eri came to the door in response to his knock and grinned appreciatively at his caller's look of wonder.

"I don't wonder you're s'prised." he
said, with a chuckle, "I ain't begun to
git over it yit myself, and 1. >renzo's so
shook up lie ain't been in the house
He's out In the
sence breakfast time.
barn keepin' lian'l comp'iiy ami waitin* for the end of the world to strike.
I cal'late."
Ralph laughed. "Mrs. Snow?" he In-

velvet faultlessly fashioned in prim-ess
style. The fullness was confined at the
waist line by tiny tucks forming a
corselet effect, the bottom of the gown
being finished by one large tuck and
Kxceedingly elegant
two small ones.
was the deep round yoke of Irish cr©·

quired.

"Mrs. Snow," answered the captain.
"It beats all what a woman can do
when she's that kind of a woman.
She's done more swahhin' decks and
overhauûn· runnin' rlggln* than a new
mate on a clipper. The place is so all
fired clean that I feel like brushin' my-

self every time I go to set down."
"IIow's Captain Baxter?" asked I la
zeltine.
"Seems to be some better. He come
to a little this mornin' and seemed to
know some of us. but he ain't sensed
where he Is yit. nor I drm't b'lieve he
will fur a spell.
Se.t down and k->ep

in that line, the oapUUn p
very little reliance upon the help to
be expected from relatives.
Dr rainier had spread the news as
It's my watch Jest now.
he wen upon his round of visits that toe comp'ny.
C01KT, be*m to drop Β Perez, he's over to Barry's, Jerry's up
to the schoolhouse, and Mrs. Snow's
to inquire after the sick n,u"·
run up to the postoflice to mail a letRalph Hazeltlne came in a little lot
ter. John's asleep, so I can stay downer and was introduced to Mrs. Snow,
stairs a little while, long's the door's
that lady's nap having been b
the news uptown? Web
short one. Ralph was favorably Im- open. What's
mind
his
ag'in 'bout the fire?"
changed
pressed with the capable appearance
It appeared that Mr. Saunders had
new nurse and so expressed
his mind, at lea ;t so curhimself to Captain Erl as they walked Dot changed
rent gossip reported. And it may be
together toward the postoffice.
here that, curiously enough,
"1 like her," he said emphatically. remarked
the fire "caught itself"
"She's quiet and sensible and cheerfu the opinion that
came at last to be generally accepted
besides. She looks as If trouble didn
in the village. For some weeks Captrouble her very much."
tain Eri was troubled with thoughts
Miss Cahoon remembered the ires
the missing coat, but as
It was Cambridge. concerning
ton girl's address.
time passed and the accusing garment
the
but
Klrtdttnd street,
did not turn up he came to believe that
•did declare, had skipped her uuuu.
some boy must have found it and that
it
The captain said he would chance
it had in all probability been destroywithout the number, so the letter was
ed. There were of course some persons
posted. Then, with the electrician, he
who still suspected John Baxter as the
strolled over to Inspect the remains of
incendiary, but the old man's serious
the billiard saloon.
illness and respect for his former
crowd
small
a
was
There
gatnerea
standing in the community kept these
about the building, prominent among
few silent. The Baxter house had
Its members being the "train commitbeen locked up. and the captain had
tee," who were evidently holding a

perience

Feature.

Box

a

By RENE DEVERAUX.
Glorious autumn weather, the horse
show and the august presence of
I'duce Louis. Prince Alexander and
oilier distinguished guests of the Four
Hundred have Just given New York
fashionables a giddy week of Joyous
excitement. The whole week was a
success. The weather was perfect, the
social leaders who entertuined in honor

<*αβ^«Γ

Seems to

miss.

Dogs

Fur Motor Hats For Pretty Women.

eald emphatically.
CHAPTER VIII.
tlnntK
But Captain Jerry was ae obstinate
door
the
on
a
was glad to hear.
ΠΕΚΕ wai knock
not
would
He
as
ever.
simply
of Captain Perez's sleeping
They separated at the pi te, and the
hie c
Immediate marriage.
apartment.
captain entered the house to find Mrs.
rndes reminded blm of the original
Snow wielding a broom and surround••Cap'» Hedge," said Mrs.
and the fact that the vote was
ed by a cloud of dust. Perez was upSnow—"Cap'n Hedge. I'm sorry to compact
announced
He
one
agalnstblm.
wake you up, but it's mo.it 10 o'clock, twoto
stairs with the patient, and Captain
that he had changed his mind, and th
whose habits had been considand"—
Jerry,
was all there was about it.
"What? Ten o'cloek! Godfrey scis- that
erably upset by the sweeping, was out
^
"Tell you what we might do, said in the barn.
sors! Of all the lazy—I'îi be out iu a
Perez slowly. "We might explain to
That evening the situation was exjilTy! Perez, turn out there! Turn
her that Jerry don't feel thaftwouW
out, I tell you!"
to Mrs. Snow by Captain Eri
plained
be right to think of marryln with
Captain Ilrl had fallen asleep in the
in accordance with the talk at the
Baxter so sick In the houae.aud
rocker where he had seated himself up- Cap'n
breakfast table. The lady from Nanthat if she's willln' we'll put it off ti
on his return from the fruitless search
tucket understood and respected Cap11
we
Meantime
better.
or
dies
be
glte
for the coat. lie had hud no Intention
tain Jerry's unwillingness to discuss
to stay here and
of sleeping, but he was tired after his navher so much
the marriage question while John Baxme that's about th*

The knives and forks were arranged
by the plates, not piled in a heap for
each man to help himself. The captain gasped.
"Well, I swan to man!" he said.
"Has Jerry had a fit, or what's struck
him? I ain't seen him do anything like
this for I don't know when."
"Ob, Cap'n Burgess didn't fix the table, if that's what you mean!" said the
new nurse.
"Cap'n Baxter seemed to
bo sleepin' or in a stupor like, and the
doctor when he come said I might
leave him long enough to run downstairs for a few minutes, so"—
"The doctor? Has the doctor been

that fastened it had been sewed on by
the captain himself and were all sizes
and colors—and laid him in the big
corded bedstead. The doctor hastened
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tukeu the coat away.

In town."
of roots, rape, cabbage and other suc"Nor ne neither," said Captain Peculent foods to be fed to lambs and rez.
breeding ewes during the fall and winter Just then the dining room door openmonths. Snch foods keep the digestion
ed and closed again.
of sheep in a healthy and vigorous con"There's Erl," said Captain Jerry.
dition and thereby aid in warding off
Then he added In an alarmed whisper,
disease.
"Who on airth has he got with him?"
Fattening Fowls.
They heard their friend's voice warnThe fattening process of i. lot of fowls ing some one to be careful of the top
Intended for the market should be be- step, and then the chamber door opengun by confining them in a pen or yard ed and Captain Erl appeared. There
to themselves. Any attempt to fatten
were beads of perspiration on hie fore·
for market by feeding the laying hens
a shabby
with others will result in making the head, and he was carrying
canvas extension case. Captain Jerry
work
fat
for
too
hens
profitable
laying
A small yard will gazed at the extension case with bulgas egg producers.
serve to fatten market fowls, as they will ing eyes.
not increase in weight if cooped in small
Captain Eri put down the extension
coops or boxes. When a number are case and opened the door wide. ▲ wotogether they will be oontented, and by man came in, a stout woman dressed
feeding them fonr times · day, allowing in black "alpaca" aud wearing brass
a variety of food, they should be In fine
condition in about ten days. .These rimmed spectacles. Captain Jerry gaspfacta should be borne in mind, now that ed audibly.
"Dr. Palmer," said Captain Erl, "let
the season for marketing geese and turme make you acquainted with Mrs.
keys is about at hand.
Snow of Nantucket Mrs. Snow, thla
Apple crop poor, half already sold, Is Dr. Palmer."
present prioe for cboioe stock, $8 per
The doctor and the lady*from Nanbarrel, remainder to storage. No fnn- tucket shook hpnds, the former with a
or rot here exoept some rot in Ben
on his face.
ivis. Other varieties free ontaide dam- puzzled expression
"Perec," continued the captain, 'Met
age by oodiing moth.—W. H. Underme make yon known to Mrs. Snow—
wood, Hutchinson, Kan.
Mr·. Marthv B. 8*ow"-thls with es-

Ks

Democrat.

Ini 11
lo tile

«rjhe

special

session on this momentous oc-

casion. The busy Squealer, a trifle
enlivened by some of Mr. Saunders'
wet goods that had escaped the efforts
of the volunteer salvage corps, hailed
the new arrivals as brother heroes.
"Web fonnd out. how the lire started
fit?" 'inquired the captain, with ap-

parent
"No, he hain't for
unconcern.

There was
sure.
lot of us thought old Baxter might
h.ive set it, but they tell me It couldn't
have been him, 'cause he was took
down ruunin' to the Are. Web, he's
sort of changed his tune und don't
it
seem to think anybody set it; tliiuks
a

the key.

[ro

as

I

ooATiftvzD.j

Pawm-nrcr Elevator·.

"lie claims that he built the first
counpassenger elevators used In this

try."
"Nonsense!

The Mississippi steamrunning and blowing up
regularly long before he was born."—
Philadelphia Press.
boats

were

bimeby—puff!"

expressive

wave

sence last

night.

of a fat band finished the sentence.
"Humph!" grunted the captain.

"Changed your mind

I beard you then swearin'
set and who set it."
'twas
knew
you
I was considerable
"Well, ye-ee.
said
shook up last night, and maybe I
things I hadn't ought to. You see,
there's been a good deal of hard feela
in's toward me in town, and for
some feller'd tried to
I

Seems to

me

thought

•pell

burn me out. But I guess not—I guess
not More I think of It, more I think
It catched Itself. Seems to me I remember smellin' sort of a scorchin'
smell when I was lockin' up. Qb, say!
I was mighty sorry to hear 'bout Cap'u

was

a

poor man,

Captain Eri gave an evasive answer
and turned away. He was silent foi
comsome little time, and when Ralph
mented on Web's overnight change

lias been atteirûng most punctir :t;s!y
Mr. Hyde's attire of deep
of lal··.
black wan In pronounced contrast to
the conspicuous waistcoats and red
four-ln hands worn by the swagger fel-

these

liveried

youngsters

are

agilely and do (lie needful with all the

■1rs and graces of their elders.
Uncommonly smart were some of the
fur motor hats seen on the «'entrai park
drives during the week. Headgear for
motoring which combines all the necessary attributes seems as yet in a sjmewhnt undeveloped stage. One of the
new shapes, charmingly becoming and
comfortable. Is Colonial iu effect, with
a hooded piece which may l»e turned
down over the ears, fastening under
the chili or caught up over the crown
in an envelope effect.
A fascinating young girl at the table
of a country club last week wore a
mink motor coat with soft white fur
collar and a smart fur hat of the above
described model of white caracul, the
hooded |K>rtlon framing a wealth of

Π

HE above picture of the
mun unci fish is the trudemark of Scott's Emulsion,
and is the synonym for
strength and purity. It is sold
in almost all the civilized countries of the globe.
If the cod fish became extinct
it would be a world-wide calamity, because the oil that comes
from its liver surpasses all other
fats in

nourishing and life-giving

Thirty years ago
proprietors of Scott's Emul-

properties.
the

sion found a way of preparing
cod liver oil so that everyone can
take it and get the full value of
the oil without the objectionable
taste. Scott's Emulsbn is the
liest thing in the world for weak,
didn't carry much backward children, thin, delicate
on.
Thought lrfcely
people, and all eonditioi.s of

not?

time» was that of Mr. J. Ilay.cn Hyde,
taking a turn anions the I· »xes
between sc>.«ioi;< of court, which he

possibly

In livery exactly
matching that of the eoachmau's these
Infant servants o -c;-py but small space
«ml are trained t> jump from the box

he

Insurance, and so
coet
be should fix up again If It didn't
too much. Did the doctor say whether
or
Captain Baxter would pull through

front being cat'ghr down by a single
purple orchid. 'Ilie high lundeau in the
back was a clou ! of purple mile.
Another convp!cu>ns black costume at
theCardcu on Tlr.ir.ultiy ton a man this

traps

git·
Baxter beln' took sick. How's
tin' along?"
replied that
Captain Erl brusquely
"
his friend was 'bout the same" and
asked If Mr. Saunders Intended to reWeb didn't know just yet He
build.

chet both Lack and front, outlined with
tapering revers of cloth of gold, upon
which were embroidered small anchors in tiny «lull purple beads. on the
inside of tin· low crush lace collar wan
The
a narrow ban.! of cloth of gold.
hat worn with this ^.iwn was of purple velvet, upon which were many purple pinnies, part of the brim near the

comically prominent.

The captain broke in
off his chin."
soon as be
upon the sugary flow as
could.
"IIow jl'you think It started, Web?"

An

SKE»

lows of his set tills season.
There is a noticeable fad among the
ultra fashionable for diminutive footmen. and on the boxes of many smart

catched Itself."
Mr. Sauuders, his smooth self again,
with all traces of mental disturbance
gone from his face and all roughness
from his tongue, came briskly up,
smiling as if the burning of his place
of business was but a trilling incident, a little annoying, of course, but
not worth fretting about. He thanked
the captain and Hazeltlne effusively
for their service of the previous night
and piled the -weight of his obligations
Erl said
upon them until, as Captain
afterward," "the sirup fairly dripped

be asked.
"Well," replied Mr. Sauuders slowherly, "I kind of cal'late she started
In
self. ihere was some of the boys
here most of the eveuiu', and jest like's
not a cigar butt or a match or somethin' dropped somewberes aud got to
smolderin' aud smoldered ulong till

VELVET ϋΟβΓΓΜΚ. PHtSCEHS STVI.E.
AT THE HOKSK -HOW.

wasting and lost strength.
Stad tor free sample.

SCOTT & BOWNE, Chemists
mmu run
fOc. and

riot, inr rou

$1.80.

AU

dru/fgiaU.

wind blown tresses.

[Our readers may have advice on purchasing anil any quest ion concerning
answered without
fabrics
or
fashion
charge by Rene Deveraux. the fuxiilon
expert, by addressing Kene I ».·■,■ -raux,
P. Ο. Box ÎÏU9, Madison Square, New
York. Inclosing stamp for reply.]
A lliot Kroin Bfliltd.
One of the most Interesting features
of the tragedy In 18.7J, in which King
Knmclmmehu IV. shot his secretary,
Mr. Nelson, arises from the maimer lu
which tiie monarch tired Ids revolver.
It Is said that Ικ)Ι1ι men were in a
room alone and were driuking lieer.

The king walked over to a mantel
above which was bung a large locking
glass. He toyed with a revolver for
awhile, his back to his victim, and
then, taking note of Nelson's position
at the opiiosite side of the room by
meaus of the mirror, he pointed the

revolver over Ids shoulder and fired,
the ball striking the secretary with
fatal effect.—Pacific Commercial Advertiser.
Hum»· Nature.

All

boys

t'dnk

they

will l»e richer

than their father.», and all girls think
they can k"ep house better than their
mothers. They continue to think this
until they are fathers und mothers
themselves.

ESTABLISHED IMS.

$%£ Osford S era ο c vat,
ISSUED TUESDAYS.

SOUTH PARIS, MAINS, DEC. 5, 1905.

atwood

a

Forbes,

THE OXFORD BEARS.
THE D01NQS OF THE WEEK IN ALL
SECTIONS OF THE COUNTY.
Paris Hill.

Baptist Church, Bev. Κ. Ο. Taylor, paatoi
Preaching erery Sunday it 10 45 Α. X. Sundaj
Editor· u4 Prcprlttort.
Sabbath Evening Service ai
School at 12 M.
7 JO f. M. Y. P. S. C. S. Tue«uay evening
A. E. FOBBKS.
GβΟΒβI M. ATWOOD.
Prayer Meeting Thursday evening at 7 30. Cove
nant Meeting the last Friday before the 1M
Sunday of the month at 3:30 P. M. AU ηοι
Τ tuns —#1.50 a year U paid strictly In advance. otherwise connected are cordially Invited.
Otherwise 92.00 a year. Single copte· 4 cents.
Unlveraallat Church. Sunday School ever]
Sunday at 10:45 A. M.
All legal advertisement·
AOTMTUEMKim :
are given three consectlve Insertion· for 91JO
Hon. and Mrs. George F. Hammond reper Inch In length of column. Special contracts
in
made with local, transient and yearly advertis- turned Friday from a two weeks' stay
rtm

—

Portland.

er·.

Job Puxteho
Sew type, fast presses, steam
power, experienced workmen and low price·
combine to make this department of oar businées complete and popular.

Coming Events.
J—Annual
meeting
Grange, South Parla.

Dec.

Oxford

Pomona

Frank

Bennett

started

for

Bangoi

his son,
class at
the University of Maine, have been putting in the time hunting during the
Thanksgiving recess at that institution.
Unclaimed letters in Paris post office,
Dec. 1st:

Tuesday morning, and be and
A. Guy Bennett, of the senior

Mien lona Moore.
Mr. U. F. Hall.

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.

Quality Is Dur Specialty.
bood Variety of Warm Footwear.
A Wonderful Light.
Holiday Gifts.

Medallions-

Coat Sale Saturday, Dec. 9.
Patents.
Only Guaranteed Catarrh Cure.
Bankrupt's Petition for DischargePrivate School
Pullets for Sale.
The Salvation Army.
Wanted.
Perfumes.

Here and There.
The gallows in again being prepared for
Mrs. Rogers of Vermont. But who believes that it will ever be used?
When the intelligent foreigner wants
to know on what Americans base their
claim of being the greatest people on
earth, he is respectfully referred to the
railroad statistics, correctly says the
Kennebec Journal. And when he wants
to know the evidence of their being the
most reckless people on earth, he might
be referred to the railroad accident
statistics.

The regular monthly meeting of the
directors of Hamlin Memorial Library
will be held with Mies F. A. Hammond
Wednesday afternoon at 3 o'clock.
The Universalist Ladies' Sewine Circle will meet with Mrs. Jackson Thursday afternoon at 2:30.
Hev. and Mrs. C. A. Knickerbocker
and son Henrv of Arlington, Mass., spent
Thanksgiving and the remainder of the
week until Monday as the guests of the
family of O. A. Thayer at Elmhurst.
Mr. W. G. Harlow, and Misses Gertrude and Hoselle Harlow of Dixtield
spent Thanksgiving and Sunday with
George M. Atwood and family.
A good number of Universalist Sunday School children and young people
were present at the sociable at Academy
Ice cream was
Hall Friday evening.
served and a pleasant evening was speut
in playing games.
Rev. C. A. Knickerbocker, whose sermons were so much enjoyed during the
summer months, occupied the Universalist pulpit Sunday much to the gratification of his many friends and parishioners here.
The Rev. W. M. Lisle and wife are
assisting Rov. E. O. Taylor in evaogelistic meetings at the Baptist church every
night of this week and next except Saturday. Mrs. Lisle will give BibleTeadings every afternoon at Cummings Hall.
Mr. Lisle is the author of the book "The
Evolution of the Spiritual Man." He is

Comment by the opposition papers on
the president's removal from office of
Wm. S. Lieb, assistant treasurer of the
United States, for persistent violation of
the civil service law, is very sparing.
an eloquent speaker.
At the Thanksgiving gathering at G.
B. Shaw's there were present all the
on
moose
time
of
the
The close
open
children and all the grandchildren exis a reminder of the fact that not a man
cept Mrs. L. F. Cotton and Eugene
has been shot by mistake for game in Dean. Mr. Shaw's oldest grandson, who
the Maine woods for several weeks.
was kept at home by illness.
Mr. and Mrs. H. P. Hammond and son
week or
Twenty deaths from football, besides Roy have goue on a visit of a Lincoln
numerous
injuries, is the season's ten days to Mr. C. C. Allen's at
record in this country. To be sure, it is Center, Maine.
Miss Flora Churchill has been visiting
said that one of the persons killed was a
a few
girl, and more than balf the others were Miss Faustina Hammond forwith Mr.days.
and
youugboys, who should not have been She will go as far as Orono
playing a game which calls fur hardened Mrs. Hammond.
Mr. and Mrs. O. A. Thayer celebrated
and seasoned men. Nevertheless, that
death roll of twenty can not be other- the thirty-third anniversary of their marwise than an argument for the radical riage last Saturday night by giving a
reformation of the game.
party to a few of their relatives, which
was an exceedingly pleasant occasion.
Skating parties from this village have
Judge Dewey, running as ai independ- occupied King's mill pond, the bog and
ent candidate for mayor of Boston, on several lesser bodies of water the past
the ground that he was cheated out of week.
the nomination at the Republican primaries, may have an issue that he can
East Waterford.
draw vote· with if he can make all the
Burton W. and Elsie V. Sanderson of
sure
is
it.
If
be
be
can't,
people believe
Limerick Academy are spending their
to get only a fraction, and a small frac- vacation at home. Their sister Josethe
in
votes
he
of
which
the
got
tion,
phine was at home from Bates College
primaries.
for Thanksgiving.
Mr. and Mrs. Frank C. Shaw and Miss
Russia at peace, with bar internal Fannie Taylor also took dinner with the
troubles, seems to be repeating the ex- family.
Will Cbadbourne, who has been in
perience of Russia at war—things getRumford looking after his lumbering
ting worse very fast.
interests there, is at home.
Mrs. Nancy Hilton and Albert Bean
The coal operators in the Pittsburg and
family have moved to the Hilton
district have decided to offer tbe miners farm. We understand the*farm has rean advance of live per cent in wages beverted to the former, and that slie has
fore the miners have a chance to make deeded it to Mrs. Hean to care for her the
for
a
twelve
demand
the threatened
per remainder of her life.
Then if that is accepted,
cent advance.
a
to
the
will
add
half
dollar
East Hebron.
quietly
tbey
price of a ton of coal, and everybody
Business is good but help scarce.
will be happy.
the roads that
The snow has

injured

President Eliot declares that one of
the most desirable satisfactions of bis
life comes from having nothing to do
with the attainment of wealth. There
are lots of us who would like it much
better to have somebody else attain the
wealth and drop it into our lap.
Still,
though the attainment of wealth isn't
it's
a
an
artistic
game
process,
always
that is more or less interesting if it is
attended with success.

the furnace.
R. C. Bradford and family of Portland
were guests of Mr. and Mrs. Wm. P.

Bridgham.

Mr. and Mrs. Herman Wardwell and
child of West Paris were guests of Mrs.
Wardwell's parents, Mr. and Mrs. C. M.
Irish, as were Mr. and Mrs. H. Q. Clement.
Mr. and Mrs. G. W. Heath of West
Sumner were guests of Mr. and Mrs. T.
H. Lunt.
Mr. and Mrs. Virgil Cole visited a son
in Lisbon.
Luther, Lewis and Allen Irish were
with their parents, Mr. and Mrs. H. A.
Irish.
Fred Atwood and family of Rumford
Falls, and E. F. Atwood and daughter
Dorothy were guests of their parents,
Mr. and Mrs. C. B. Atwood.
Chas. Bowen and family dined with
Mrs. Bowen's parents, Mr. and Mrs. O.
E. Waite.
C. R. Whitten of Augusta came to
visit his mother, Mrs. Lydia Whitten.
Rev. Mr. Pottle and wife took to the
highlands, and dined with Mrs. Dudley
and family on the mountain side.
Thos. S. Bridgham and Fred Record
went to the twin cities.
Mr. and Mrs. Guy Gardner and Mrs.
Marsh, mother of Mrs. Gardner, of Dix
field, were guests of Mrs. Gardner's
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Eugene Gardner.
Albert Shaw and family dined with
Mr. Shaw's brother, Wilson Shaw.
from
home
Chester Tuttle came
Bowdoin to spend a few days with his
parents, Mr. and Mrs. C. H. Tuttle.
Mrs. Vira Downs, wife of Dr. Downs,
is visiting her parents, Mr. and Mrs. J.
F. Packard.
C. II. Prince visited his daughter, Mrs.
Shearman, in Portland.
A. F. Tilton, wife and son Don, of
Auburn, dined with his parents, Mr. and
Mrs. Gilbert Tilton.
A widow lady, a Mrs. Henley from
Massachusetts,
visiting at Horatio
Davee's, died of paralysis, and her remains were sent Friday to her former
home.
The funeral of Geo. K. Holland was
attended by Rev. W. D. Athearn ou
Tuesday at the Baptist church.
The many friends of Carlton Gardner
will be pleased to learn of his improvement.
We learn that a daughter of Ε. B.
Austin has typhoid.
Henry Parsons entertained company
from the city.
Without doubt there are others we
know not of.
The Buck field friends of Dr. J. It.
Lord, now of Ella, Oregon, formerly of
Buckfield, will be interested in a personal communication recently received
from Dr. Lord in which he says: ·4Ι am
living at Ella, Oregon, with my oldest
Am eighty-four years old, in feeble
son.
health and wanting for no good thing.
My daughter's home adjoins ours."
The doctor concludes his communication
by sending regards to all his former
friends in Buckfield.
The Woman's Christian Temperance
Union of Buckfield met Friday afterAn
noon at the Methodist parsonage.
increased attendance was noted and an
interesting programme was carried out.
Local matters were discussed and plans
made for future work. A public meeting at the Methodist church is mentioned for this month.
Thanksgiving day passed olt quietly in
this town. Family gatherings were
numerous and the hungry were fed and
the sad hearts were cheered. The day
closed with a union prayer meeting at
the Methodist chapel.
Mrs. Lucy Skill:ngs is spending a
month -vith frionds in Saco. Πογ return is expected this week.
entertainment at the
A sale and
Methodist chapel Wednesday afternoon
and evening for Dec. 0 is now planned
by the ladies of the church aid society.
Fancy and useful articles and food and
confectionery will be for sale.
Rev. W. D. Athearn and wife of the
Baptist church have recently returned
from a short visit to Boston.

had but little passing by covering the
deep places for the horses' feet to fall
into.
Brownfield.
Mrs. R. G. Beals is slowly gaining.
Another Thanksgiving day and a very
Miss Clara Merrill's health ia improvquiet one in this village.
ing of late.
Mr. William Boynton of this village
S. P. Hersev and his sistei, Olive Herdied very suddenly Tuesday evening of
sey, visited Mr. aud Mrs. John Harper
heart failure.
recently.
E. L. Fri nk of Portland made a short
Miss Edna Roberts from Auburn passed last week with her friends and for- visit last week at his old home, J. L.
Frink's.
mer neighbors.
Dr. and Mrs. Fitch have gone to
Eddie Record has tilled their sap camp
with dry wood, cut, split and ready for Sebago.
Irving Linscott and family are in Bosthe sap as soon as it runs.
George Conant is cutting the wood on ton.
It is said there is soon to be a fancy
the farm they recently bought of E.
goods store in this village.
Lane.

Of the 10Ô counties in Kansas, fortyfour are without a pauper, thirty-seven
are without an occupant in their jails,
and thirty-seven without a case on the
criminal docket. Either there is something peculiar about the criminal jurisSumner.
prudence of Kansas, or the state is getFlorence Poland visited in Peru last
to
close
the
Kingdom.
ting very
week.
Mrs. Julia Bowker visited her daughFryeburg Academy.
ter, Mrs. Elmer Roberts, recently.
Tbe freshman class gave a very sucAdaline Heald, who has been at work
cessful eociable Thursday,
Nov. 23. for Antipas Bisbee, has returned home.
Music was furnished by Messn.. Jackson
Mrs. U. W. Poland, who has been
and Richardson.
visiting relatives in Massachusetts, has
At a meeting of tbe Athletic Associa- returned home.
tion the following football players were
Ethel Morrill, who has been working
awanled F s : Crandon, Eastman, Charles on Paris Hill, has come home to spend
McKeen
the winter.
(Harold) Cbase, Rowe, Horr,
Julian Dyer weut to South Paris Sat(Ellis), C'rabtree.
Both the Randall House and the urday on business.
Alumni House are to be closed for the
Susie Russell, who has been visiting
relatives on Paris Hill, has returned
Thanksgiving recess of four days.
We deeply regret the illness of our home.
Latin teacher. Miss Walton, 'jut we are
West Buckfleld.
glad to have Miss Alice Stearis, '01, take

her place.

BackftoM.
Another reminder of old Puritan day·
hu come and gone, and with it not
mnch of the sentiment ezpreeaed, which
actuated our first ancestors on this continent Many a fold has been shaken
But the
out of that old parchment
feasting came off all right without a
shadow of a doubt We were thankful,
and why not? The children came, with
the turkey all prepared to be cast into

East Brownfield.
Mitts Isabel A. Stickney spent a few
days in town last week.
Ralph Giles and friend, Leon Mincher,
were at Mr. L. R. Giles' during Thanksgiving week.
Mrs. Batchelder and Ned Stickney
visited Hiram Gatchell's people last
Schools in town began last Monday.
The L. T. L. holds meetings every
Jennie Cole has opened a store in the
Brown building on Main Street.
Sarah Johnson, who has been ill, is

improving.
The wheeling is

rough.

see

The W. C. T. U. held a
union meoting at the Baptist church
in the evening, Mrs. L. C. Bates presiding, and a large audience was present.
It was opened by a praise service and
prayer by Rev. Mr. Nelson. A paper
stating the belief and principles of the
W. C. T. U. was read by Mrs. C. Howard
Lane. Another most interesting article
by Lady Henry Somerset was read by
A temperance
Mrs. Alice E. Nelson.
story was read in a pleasing manner by
Elinor Tuell, there was also a recitation
by Ivan Tuell, a pretty exercise by six
young girls, and a cold water song by
Alice Barden; a quartette consisting of
Mr. Irish, Mrs. Bates, Mrs. Irish and Mr.
Loveland furnished good music, leading
in the hymns and singing two or three
The exercises were
other selections.
closed by fitting remarks and benedic;
tion by Rev. Mr. Barton.
Mrs. Lucinda Small has been visiting
at Bryant's Pond for several days.
Miss Clara Berry is spending a two
weeks' vacation with her parents, Mr.
and Mrs. Geo. W. Berry.
The Grand Trunk railroad assistant
engine stationed here is now handled by
Mr. Peabody
an additional night crew.
from Portland is engineer and Charles
from
Donham fireman.
Mr. narvey
Canada is night operator.
Miss Jennie L. Bradbury begins this
week to teach school in North Woodstock.
Miss Margie M. McKenney is teaching
in the Whitman district in Woodstock.
Miss Blanche Penley will teach in
the Morrill District in Sumner.
There were quite a large number of
guests in town for the Thanksgiving season, among them being Miss Emma A.
Swan, Miss Bertha A. Emmons from
Portland, Misses Nellie and Georgia
Marshall, Mr. and Mrs. Ε. H. Brown and
C. L. Brown, Mr. and Mrs. Lester II.
Penlev, Mr. and Mrs. Fred Penley, there
being a reunion of the children at E. W.
Penley's, Mr. Harold Gerrish, Mr. Dana
from Wcstbrook. Mr. and Mrs. Hayden
from Haverhill, Mass., accompanied by a
daughter, were at their daughter's, Mrs.
Clarence Morton's.
Misses Laura and Mary Reed of Boston
were with their eister, Mrs. Martha B.
Hill, at the home of F. H. Hill.
Mr. and Mrs. Leland B. Lane, their
daughter, Miss Miriam, and son, Paul,
were at C. Howard Lane's.
Miss Lola
A. Lane was also at home from her
school at Gorham.
Mr. Leland Lane and family have just
moved from Rumford Falls to Berlin,
Ν. H.
Among the family gatherings was that
at C. F. Barden's, when Mrs. Barden's
father, Mr. Augustus Dunham, and sister, Mrs. Jennie Lurvey, and son Harold
from Danville, also her two brothers,
Mr. John Dunham, and Mr. Fred E. Dunham, with wife and two children, from
Kumford Falls, were present
making
twelve around the table at the dinner
hour.
Rev. D. F. Nelson and family were
guests of Mr. and Mrs. E. D. Stilwell.
A party of eight were at the Thanksgiving table at the home of Mr. David
Emmons, three of his brothers and two
sisters being with him. It was the firet
time in fourteen years since they had all
beeu united.
At A. C. I'erham's, A. L. Bacon and
family and Carroll A. Bacon, wife, and
two children, and Alice Dunham were
present, making a family reunion.
I. L. Bowker and wife of Portland
were at Roscoe Tuell's.
Mrs. Bowker
remaiue for a few days.
Miss Carrie Gray was at her brother's,
Mr. Dexter W. Gray's.
A few went away, Eugene Hammond
and son Merton, Dr. and Mrs. Ο. K.
Yates and Arthur K. Shurtleff going to
South Paris.
The dance last Wednesday evening was
a pleasant occasion for those participating, about 55 couples taking part. Although the weather was not favorable
there was quite a large crowd present.
Of late we have noted that Hon. James
S. Wright of South Paris has frequently
been in town on professional business.
Mrs. Clara A. Ridlon and Mrs. Dora
Jackson went last Friday to Locke's
Mills for a visit of a week or two with
Mr. and Mrs. L. H. Penley.
Mrs. Anna C. Young has gone to
Bowdoinham where she may remain for
a part of the winter with her son, Rev.
C. H. Young.
Mrs. F. E. Wheeler has returned from
Portland much improved in health.
The new Universalist church is progressing, the,outside being well along
toward completion. It is the intention
bo finish the interior during the winter.
Rev. D. F. Nelson is in Madison for
three or four days the first of thie week
to attend ministerial meetings.
Next
week he assists in holding evening rerival services at North Paris.

Schoonover
sermon.

preached

a

very

interesting

Walter S. Chandler and family of Norway spent Thanksgiving with Mr. Chandler's parents. Mr. Chandler went back
to Norway to attend to his work Friday
but returned Saturday evening and his
family accompanied him home.
Harry W. Purington spent the Thanks-

giving

recess

with his parents, Mr. and

Purington.

Mrs. J. U.

The academy will re-open Dec. 12th.

Hon. Eben Kilborn and wife and E.

C. Park, Esq., and family spent Thanksgiving with Mr. and Mrs. S. P. Stearns,

South Paris.

Mr. and Mrs. Nelson Brown are to
occupy Mr. Whitney's rent.
Mr. Tenney, our plumber and steam
fitter, has opened a place of business in
the Philbrook shop on Main Street.

Lovell.

Thanksgiving parties of neighbors,
relatives and friends were in order as
usual.
Much

is felt here on account
of the death of Mr. William E. Decrow
of Boston and his relatives have the
sympathy of this community.
The death of Mr. H. W. Cousins of
Fryeburg also saddens this community
here as he was well known by most of
sorrow

Lovell's people.

S. L. Plummer has finished threshing,
having made a trip of nearly 100 miles
with engine and separator.
Daniel McAllister is cutting lumber
for F. A. McDaniels.
Mrs. Martha Chandler went to Saco
for Thanksgiving.
Services at eleven o'clock and dinner
at the Christian church Thanksgiving as
is the custom.

Dickvale.

School began here for the winter term
Nov. 20, with Ethel Robinson as substitute teacher for two weeks. Miss Robinson has gone away to begin her winter
term in Buckfield.
Thanksgiving passed very quietly here.

School

boys

supended and
hunting.

was

some

of the

went
November 25 Archie, son of Geo. S.
Smith, went hunting in company with
While gone he was
some other boys.
taken with the nose bleed, and resting
the muzzle of his rifle on his foot he attended to his nose, when his rifle was
accidentally discharged and the bullet
passed through his foot. He is doing as
well as can be expected.
Florence Wyman and Mildred Tracy
board with Mrs. John Goggin while attending the winter term of Peru High
school.

Qreenwood.
Thursday morning, Nov. 30. Yes,
Thanksgiving day is here once more;
and how time flies! One month more
and then the year book will be closed
and so remain until the roll is called
over yonder; and if every deed is reported correctly can we all listen and respond
to it all without blushing? Let us consider.
Some ten years ago the Martin school
bouse, so called, was burned by a forest
fire and has never been rebuilt on account

of the few scholars in the district. Now
the number has increased to a dozen or
more and they begin to talk about building a new school house. At present a
part of the scholars go to school at the
Center, while the rest stay at home.
Some time in early autumn Henry, oldest sou of Nelson and Eliza (Swan) Lapham, died of consumption and was
buried at Locke's Mills. On the 17th
ult. bis younger brother James died of
the same disease; divine services conducted by Rev. Seth Benson, and now
the two brothers lie side by side in the
family lot.
James Lapham married Mamie, daughter of Clinton Cole, and one son was
born to them, the mother dying of
pneumonia when the child was a few
months old. Since her death he has
lived in several families, and is now
with his uncle, George Cole, with whom
we undertand he
is to remain; and a
better home the little orphan boy could
not have found anywhere.
Isaac Muzroll of Hastings was probably fatally hurt at Gorham, N. H„
Tuesday while walking on the Grand

Trunk tracks. He was deaf and did not
hear the train coming, being struck by
the engine of a freight. He was taken
to the hospital at Berlin. He has a wife
and nine children in Hastings.

TORTURE OF A PREACHER.
The story of the torture of Rev. O. D.
Moore, pastor of the Baptist church of
Harpersville, Ν. Y., will interest you.
He says: "I suffered agonies, because of

persistent cough, resulting from the
grippe. I bad to sleep sitting up in bed.
The
a Thanks- I tried many remedies, without relief,
last week.
giving reunion at Mothers' Club Hall, until I took Dr. King's New Discovery
rhere were 31 present and four gener- for Consumption, Coughs and Colds,
North Paris.
which entirely cured my cough, and
ations were represented.
Mr. and Mrs. A. D. Kilgore were at saved me from consumption." A grand
Thanksgiving day is past, but it
cure for diseased conditions of Throat
called together many families which Denmark for Thanksgiving.
Mrs. E. C. Murch is much better so and Lungs. At F. A. Shurtleff & Co.
otherwise would not have had the pleasthe has gone back to ber work in the Price 50c and $1.00, guaranteed. Trial
ure of meeting.
very

good Andrews and family spent Thanksgiving

a

Norway Lake.
Partridge family had

John Butterfield and wife went to
Conway, Ν. II., to visit their son Charles

Mrs. Sadie Cummings
After several long delays w>) expect to Mrs. Herbert Smith.
the November edition of tl e Academy
S. M. Bonney has bought a pair of
Bell Wednesday. Nov. 29.
work horses of Jonas Edwards, Auburn.
Many of the scholars have I een making
Miss Sadie Thome of Bucktield came
the most of the skating o) portunities
up to James Richards' Tuesday.
now offered on Ward's Pond.
Nearly
Mr. and Mrs. Howard Swan spent
Mrs. Georgia Warren of North Buckevery night after school for some time tield spent Saturday night and Sunday Thanksgiving day at her father's, A. D.
the scholars have been there, and are en- with her
Littlehale's, also all the children but
daughter, Mrs. Harry Buck.
joying great sport.
School commenced
Monday, Nov. one, Ida, who could not be present.
Edwards and wife spent
Charles
27th, in the Darnit District. It is taught
Fire at Fryeburu·
Edwards1
by Mrs. Elva Stetson of North Bucktield. Thanksgiving with Mrs. Andrews.
parents, Mr. and Mrs. America
Mrs. Clayton Churchill has been visitEast Sumner.
SAW MILL AND OK1ST MIL, UK U. W.
Mr. Churchill's people in Buckfield.
Thanksgiving day with its chicken pie ing
cousins dkstkoyk;>.
Mr. Churchill went down there and
and belly-ache has passed. With us the
and brought hie
chicken pie was a minus quantity, also spent Thanksgiving
wife home.
At about 2 o'clock Tuesday morning, ditto the
pleasure of thq belly-ache.
Mr. and Mrs. Prank Keene spent
the 2$tb, tire broke out in tbe saw mill Well, we have lots of blessings to be
Buckfield at Calvin
of II. W. Cousins at Fryeburg, and be- thankful for. We are not worried about Thanksgiving in
Keene's.
fore it was extinguished that mill was our fabulous wealth or our dire
poverty.
Mrs. C. L. Marshall is visiting her
destroyed, and the stock of ςηϋη iu Mr. When a man can say that he owes no
Mrs. Wm. E. Curtis,.
Cousins' grist mill was also destroyed. one a dollar, and has
eight cents in his sister,
Wm. E. Curtis and wife, also Mrs. C.
The saw mill was used for the manuand isn't very dry, he ought to
pocket,
L. Marshall, spent Thanksgiving with
facture of spool stock, shook and staves, be thankful. Our health bas
improved his
and there was on hand at the time of and we
son, A. L. Curtis, and wife.
like
Shad"
to
feel
begin
"Sunny
Mrs. II. C. Page has been visiting her
the fire a large stock of woo<i for spools,
again.
Mrs. J. G. Crawford.
on which work was to begin in a few
However, we did think that the sec- mother,
days.
ond class shoes and rice distributed
Ne wry.
About a dozen meu were employed id around a
happy couple at the parsonage
the mill, and these are thrown out of the eve before
Thanksgiving with its pleasant home
Thanksgiving might have
employment, in the midst of the busy helped out some old tramp, and covered gatherings is past, and now Christmas
is being looked forward to by the many
season.
Selah !
a multitude of sins.
The loss is about&OOO, with insurance
people who enjoy its happy festivities.
Mr. and Mr·. Harlan Bartlett are
of $2200.
Oxford.
grieving over the loss of their first born,
cheer" was distributed a little
"Thanksgiving
son. who lived but a few days.
M. W. Cousins.
to those shut in by sickness and to aged
Ernest Eames and Frank Monroe shot
the
destruction
close
Following
upon
people by the ladies of the Congre- a bear at North Newry on Thanksgiving
of his mill by tire last Tuesday morning,
gationalist society and T. P. S. C. £.
day.
Herndon Wright Co&sins of Fryeburg
Thanksgiving services were held at the
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Foster and little
died very suddenly on Wednesday. churches
Sunday morning with appro- daughter visited at Eli Stearns' ThanksDeath came without any indication of
the
the
and
in
music
evening by
priate
giving day. Mrs. Foster ha· juet reillness, Mr. Cousins being seated in a Y. P. S. C. E. and Epworth League.
turned from Aroostook where abe has
chair at his own home, and dying inThe village schools will open again on been visiting her parents, whs reside
stantly. Mr. Cousins had operated the Monday, Dec. 4th, after a vacation of a
there.
•aw and grist mills at Fryeburg for a
We are having some extremely cold
number of years, and was an energetic
Dr. F. N. Barker's family and P. B. weather. The snow has
nearly all disand valuable business man and a
is at work for

Mr. and Mrs. A. W. Grover have retained to their home.
Mrs. Fannie Bisbee spent Thanksgiving with her daughter Helen In
Boston.
Monday evening the Golden Cross
issued invitations to an entertainment at
their hall where a pleasing programme
was given by local talent and Professor
Emmons of Bath, the whistler. Professor
Emmons' imitation of birds and sounds
was truly wonderful.
Tuesday morning Mrs. Ε. T. Russell
and daughter Shirley and Miss Mary
Shirley started for Stratford, Conn.,
where they spent Thanksgiving with
their brother, Rev. Arthur Shirley.
Miss Isabel Shirley joined them there
and in a few days they will go to their
Brooklyn home for the winter.
Wednesday evening a social dance was
held In Odeon Hall. A large company
and good time is reported.
Thanksgiving morning a union service
E. church, the
was held in the M.
ρ as to re from the several churches and
very interest- Rev. Mr. Barton assisting. Rev. Mr.

ing

Advertiser office.
Colds and coughs are quite
îereand they are very severe.

prevalent

Mason.
Mrs. Bettie Merrill and Mrs. Georgia
Gushing called on Mrs. Lucinda Bean
one day last week.
N. Boulous was through here with hie
peddle cart Friday.
Mrs. W. H. Mason visited a couple of
days at Douglas Cushing's last week.
Mrs. Jennie
Hutchinson and baby
vieited at Addieon Bean's in West Bethel

Saturday.

Mrs. Edward Uhlman and her niece,
Lizzie Gardner, went to Bethel Friday.
Rachel Westleigh intends to go to the
hospital as soon as she ia able.
Jim Westleigh has gone to work for
Fred Chapman at Northwest Bethel.
N. R. Springer and Fred Clark were in
town on business one day last week.
East Bethel.

bottle free.

Joseph Brnzese, an Italian, is in tbe
hospital at Lewiston in a critical con-

dition from two knife cuts in the breast
and divers other wounds. There was a
general row in a building at Liverraore
Falls occupied by some 1,000 Italians
employed on the construction of the new
paper mill in that town, and Bruzeae waa
the most seriously injured. Another
man was shot,
but his injury was so
slight that be was able to elude the
officers who investigated the affair.

FURIOUS FIGHTING.

"For.seven years," writes Geo. W.
Hoffman, of Harper, *Wash., "I bad a
bitter battle, with chronic stomach and
liver trouble, but at last I won, and cured
ray diseases, by the use of Electric Bitters. I unhesitatingly recommend them
to all, and don't intend in the future to
be without them in the house. They are
certainly a wonderful medicine to have
cured such a bad case as mine."

Sold

Thanksgiving day was pleasantly under guarantee to do the same for you,
passed by all here.
by F. A. Shurtleff A Co. at 60o a bottle.
Mr. Danville Llbby of Cheater, Ν. H.,
Try them to-day.
is spending a two weeks' vacation with
friends here and other places.
Operations in the pulp mill at Fairfield
Mr. and Mrs. J. M. Bartlett viaited belonging to the United Box Board and
relatives in Berlin, N. H.,.a few days Paper Co. have been interrupted by fire
which Monday destroyed the machine
last week.
Mrs. S. L. Howard of California ia shop and wet room. The peouniary loss
visiting her brother, Mr. N. F. Swan, and is 110,000.

other relatives in Bethel.
Misa Amy Bartlett waa at home from
teaching in Rumford for the Thanks-

A FEARFUL FATE.

in attendance.
Hebron.
One of the finest parties of the season
Hebron Grange held an all day meet- gathered at Odd Fellows' Hall Thanksto the music of
ing Saturday with dinner and entertain-* giving night and danced a late
hour. A
ment. Many were present and a good Ingalls' Orchestra until
fine oyster sapper was served.
time was enjoyed as usual.
Mr. I. H. Berry has had a large ice
Ernest Davenport, who has been in
the place for a few weeks, will return to house built for his use and some of his
his home in Hopedale, Mass., on Mon- neighbors.
Mrs. O. M. C. Jones of Lowell, Mass.,
Thanksgiving day was clear and cold is «pending a short vacation with Mr.
and many family gathering· were in ud Mrs. A. H. Jones.
Mr. Sills V. Blake and Miss Snaie
order.
This morning, Friday, is ths ooldsst Rows were united In marriage the 89th
i
of the
by Rev. Wm. Wood of Brldfton.
no, 10 above aero.

The colore of pure ocean water tad
the varying shades observed where impurities nre met with are diversified

The gills of a fish are situated at the
back part of the sides of the bead aud

consist of a uumber of vascular meui
bruues, which ure generally arranged
in double, friugelike rows, attached to
the parts by the buse only. la some
membrunes are feather
case* these

BLUE 8TORE8.

the coloring effects of the enormous
multitudes of various forms of organized life which .sometimes mask the
natural color of the surface of the sea
areas with remarkshaded, in others mere folds attached and tiuge extensive
Red appears to be moat
to the sides of the gill cavities. The able colors.
with. In the southern
fish is a cold blooded animal—that is to frequently met
of the Red sen and In the Arasay, its temperature is seldom more parts
areas are colored blood
than a degree or two higher than the bian gulf large
This being red by microscopic animalculae, and in
water in wiiich it lives.

by

respiring
by the gills.

This explains why
it
fish cunnot live in a tank of water
which has been sifted through the gills
time and time again any better than u
human being or other animal can in
air that has l>e<m deprived of ull its oxexygen by being taken into lungs aud
pelled without being aerated. Fish
aquathat die in the stale water
riums nay be properly said to drowu,
because they perish for want of air,

caused by hosts of small red crusThe "Vermilion sea" of California owes its briliiuut color to In
fusoria. Areas colored green have been
uoted, especially in the arctic regions,
which are due to myriads of diatoms,
and in Rome portions of the antarctic
seas diatoms of rusty color make
water

Bear.

takes such good care of him.
Storms are never allowed to beat
be
upon bis glossy coat. He cannot
humored to the extent of being brought
Indoors during a downpour, because it

wind

is

damage thereby.—New

fitted and how

grades. Why? Becheapest for
Experience
best you can
Buy
goods.

Boys' Wearing Apparel.

the|

dirty brown.

General Bntler Lost ■ Horse.
While in front of Petersburg General
Butler received information that his
favorite horse, Almond Eye, had been
accidentally killed by falling into a
ravine. Upon the departure of his informant lie ordered uu Irish servuut to

Suits, Overcoats, Ulsters, Reefers, Fur Coats,
Lamb-lined and Work Coats, Odd Trousers,

andj Furnishings.

Underwear

go and skin him.
"What, is Almond Eye dead?" asked
Pat.
"What's that to you? Do as I bid
you and ask no questions."
Put went about his business and in
an hour or two returned.
"Well, Pat, where have you been all
this time'/" sternly demanded the gen-

Yes,

we'll be

ready

Come and

day.

to show you any

see us.

F. H. NOYES CO.,

NORWAY.

eOUTH PARIS.

You Can Find

a

eral.

"Skinning tlie horse, yer honor."

"Does it take
perform such an

j

insured from
York Tress.

The Fate of Flies.
Some light on the fute of Hies was
thrown by II. Hill in a lecture at the
Royul Victoria hall, London, on "Plies
and How They Disuppear." Iu England alone there are 3,000 different
kinds of tiles, and Mr. Hill mentioned
the following principal ways in which
Mies perish: They are drowned in milk

a

How

There is one big brown beur in New
York that gets coddled beyond belief.
He belongs to a Sixth avenue furrier.
He is not a live bear. Even the memeleory of the oldest passenger on the
vuted road goetb not back to the time
of that bear's demise; yet, in spite of
bis long period as a "dead one," he is
the sleekest, beet groomed bear In New !
That Is because tho furrier
York.

may blow, he

they

We Have Two Large
Stocks of Men's and

tacea.

breathing animals.

is his business to stand on a pedestal
outside and drum up trade, but the
next best thing is done for him. He is
provided with a rain coat It covers
him from snout to tail; so, no matter
how hard the rain may beat or the

how

forget how they looked,

are

the same thing which occasions death
by drowning in man and other lung

a

Some dealers talk bargains, the cheapness of
price, we talk quality and the price. A man may
forget what he paid for his Clothes, but he'll never

taught

a

Rain Coat For

QUALITY IS OUR SPECIALTY

the Indian ocean similar forms of life
they wore
cause, in addition to red, milk white
or yellow spots of great extent, the
We try to sell you the best
appearance of which is frequently
cause we know in the end they are the
alarming to the iguorant sailor. Off
sometimes
aproast
ships
the Guinea
you. You will know this to be a fact.
red
the
pear to iloat in milk. Extensive
should have
you so.
streaks are also known to occur in the
the
behind
stand
We'll
afford.
south Atlantic and south Pacific, which

true, the creature needs but a very
small amouuf of oxygen to keep the
blood at a temperature sufficiently high
to sustain life. This oxygen is supplier' to the blood of the fish by respiriug large quantities of water, or, rather, drinking large quantities of water,
the air separated from
and

nearly two
operation V"

When

!
:

on»·

Gaiters, Leggins, and Good-

year Glove Rubber Goods at

Huttcrflie·.

juniors

see

the

common

Tlie Antiquity
If it is not the oldest game in the
world football is not far from it. But
It lias never been a game In which puny
nations played. The Greek game was
originally called pheninda, or feinting,
later it was called episkyrus, epikoinos,
and lastly harpaston, under which
name it came to resemble football. The
Roman game was follis and was less
rough. There was α center runner in

W. O.

white cabbage and sulphur wing but-1
terflies or even the superb Monarch
and gorgeous Ajax swallowtails Hitting
through the fields or at times city

streets they perhaps never give thought
to the fact that butterflies may be of
But such Is the
commercial value.
Some of our domestic buttercase.
flies on account of rarity more than
command prices from one to

Haddock

of Football.

Footwear,

Warm

"No, yer honor, but then, you sec, it
tuck bout half un hour to catch him,"
replied Pat.
General Hntler cast upon his servant
such α ferocious look that Pat thought
he meditated skinning an Irishman in
revenge for the death of his horse.
Value of

1

hours to

Frothingham,

SOUTH PARIS, ΠΑΙΝΕ.

A. Wonderful Liarht.

at the breakfast table; they get surrounded by a white fungus, which atips beauty
their strength; they are eaten by spi- several dollars, which collectors gl ully
of their
ders, wasps, frogs, chameleons, lizards, pay to insure the completeness
some
field mice or fish.
; cabinets. Rig prices are paid for
of the
With so many enemies it might be of the magniiieent butterflies
which are
wondered how flies huve continued to morpho ami papilio genera,
and span live
exist, but Mr. Hill said that he had rainbow limil in colors
in trophimself witnessed a daddy longlegs feet in wings. These flourish
often necessary
whose front half was being devoured ical countries, and It is
to send out special exby a spider «-«nitinning calmly to lay for museums
them. They range from
eggs with the other half, as though peditions for
$10 to $100 in value.—Baltimore Ileruld.
nothing were happening.

to

Somothlng now under* tlx© sun
undo the old gentleman in his handicap on photography.
For the convenience of our patrons we have put in, at considerable

and prints
expense, a new electric light powerful enough to make sittings
to get our holiday work out
on dark days and at night, enabling us
promptly. We can remind the men that they no longer have the excuse
for not having photos taken, that they cannot get away from their work,
for we are prepared to make sittings Monday and Saturday evenings. Call
on us, our work in all departments is worth seeing and our prices are
all right.

THE

Mark·.

STUDIO,

COTTAGE

NORWAY, MAINE.

Why do haddocks carry those peculiar black "linger marks" near the
head? Some tell lis that they are α

memento of the pressure of St. Peter's
Angers when he went tish!ng for the
tribute money. On the Yorkshire coast
of England they say the devil once de-

TEA» COATS

termined to build a bridge at I'iley.
Ills Satanic majesty did not start the
bridge for the convenience of the peothe coat
harpaston, around whom the game was ple. but for the destruction of ships
are
We have a
variety of them.
fought out. One side was given the and sailors and the annoyance of fisheroutThe
winter.
this
of
hi*
warm
and
comfortable
to
keep you
ball; the other side chose a center. The men In general. In the progress
side with the ball stood some distance I work Old Nick dropped his hammer InWOOL·
side is of C\ 1%
CORDI ROV, or
back from a line on which the center to the sea. Snatching at it hastily, hel
and are lined with LAMB'S WOOL.
EN
runner was posted, and at sigual the
caught a haddock, and all haddocks
ball was thrown past the middle man. carry the imprint of his black lingers I
Them.
or Cold can go
No
Players could be held back from secur- to this do ν
ing the ball in any way, though the
Office
Dlflrnlfied.
The
Warm and Durable.
I
These Coats are Well Made,
Greek youths had no rush formation,
A Greek named Epaminondas was
never seeming to have learned the valcondemned by his enemies to till an ofue of team work.—Outing.
! flee much beneath him, which consi-t
ed In cleaning the streets and clearing
Acute Senne of Hearing;
He declared that hi·
away refuse.
TRY ONE AND YOU WILL NOT REGRET IT.
in
"Yes." said the prosperous lawyer
make them see that not only
would
u
had
long
shaking to a friend, "I
does the task show what the man Is.
wait before I got any practice, but I
but also the man shows what the task
am certainly satisfied now with my
is, and he raised the otlice to a great
emoluments.
its
aud
3i Market Square, SOUTH PARIS, ME.
profession
dignity, teaching that no honest work
"The early days, the waiting for clineed degrade the worker, but au bon
Telephone 106*3.
ents, was hard, though. Why, do you est worker can dignify the work.
awhile
that
know that I got so after
when I heard a footstep on the stairs I
Conceit.
could tell ninety-nine times out of a
Conceit is essential to rapid advancehundred whether or not the person was ment— not overeonceit, but conceit in
coming to my office?"
The conceit of
reasonable volume.
"Well, that Is strauge," replied his youth becomes the assurance of old
friend. "Your sense of hearing must
age. If you're master of your conceit,
bave been very acute."
you have back of you a slave of unlim"Not so much that," replied the law- ited assistance. If conceit is
your mas"You see, I made up my mind
yer.
ter, you're doomed to failure. But
that they were not coming to my office, don't cultivate self conceit It's a lusty I
and ninety-nine times out of u hundred
plant. (Jive it half a chance and it
I wus right."
will outgrow your self respect—N. C.
%
Fowler, Jr., in "Gumption."
You will find in Our Store a full line of Extra Good Eatables.
Men
Wear
Maitachc·.
Why
The Gaulois of Paris bas beeu InvesDlnirnoHl·.
tigating that grave question, "Why do
"I regret to say." remarked the yoiini
About 100
men wear mustaches?"
physician, "that you have peristal!!)
Six remen answered the question.
The symptom* are im
neurilemma.
to
much
was
too
trouble
It
plied that
mistakahle."
shave, one declared that it was to hide
"Dear me!" exclaimed the astonishot
his teeth, another that his long nose,
patient. "What in the world is peri
without it, gave him a bad appearance,
staltic neurilennna, doctor?"
and three that it avoided colds. Three
"It Is, sir, the disease from which yoi
others maintained that it improved the aré
suffering." answered the young M
air they breathed, and seven were of
D. haughtily.—Chicago News.
was
necesα
mustache
the opinion thut
Seventeen men were
sary to health.
True Courage.
content to state that they did It to
True courage Is cool and calm. The
please themselves, while only two said
men have the least of u
About bravest of
It was to please their wives.
brutaK bullying insolence and in the
do
women
that
reason
the
sixty gave
and See Us.
very time of danger are found the
not like clean shaven men.
most serene, pleasant and free. Itage,
we know, can make a coward forget
A Saitireatlve Sermon.
himself and tight, but what is doue iu
The Rev. Dr. Howard, chaplain to
fury and anger can never lie placed to
Princess Augusta, was so fond of good
the account of courage.—Lord Shaftesliving that he ran Into debt with many
MAINE·
bury.
SOUTH
PARIS,
of the tradesmen in his parish. It was
in their special Interests that he oue
Keeplnv Out of Dancer.
day preached from the text, "Have paBears the
For Infants and Chidren.
Lady Frederick Cavendish once told
tience. and I will pay you all." He
the
of
In
illustration
a
prevailing
story
spoke at great length on the virtues of
patience and theu proceeded, "I uow Ignorance in certain classes iu England.
A poor woman in discussing the procome to the secoud part of my dispriety of washing her child's head said:
course, which Is. 'and I will pay you
A Full Line of
all,' but that I shall defer to u future "I kuow better, than to do that. I've
heard enough of water on the brain."
occasion."—London Standard.

They

large

VAS,
(iOOD^j
Wind

just

through

Very

Prices

I

J.

j

|

$3 to $6.50.

F. PLUMMER, St,

THANKSGIVING DAY

is the Time of Good

Things to Eat.

RAISINS, FIGS, DATES,

CIT-

RON, PRUNES, CRANBERRIES,

PURE SPICES, DRIED FRUITS,

SWEET POTATOES, TURNER
CHEESE, SAGE CHEESE, ETC.
"Wm. TELL FLOUR."
Call

N.

Dayton

Bolster & Co.

CASTORIA
Tkt Kind Yen Hir· Alwirs Beught

The Alexandrite.

Don't think that your knowledge of
wonder gems Is complete till you have
seen un "alexandrite," green by day
and red by night. And· such a greenolive bronze, with a potent suggestion
that red is there. Greeu when held in
the sunlight. In α darkened room with
artificial light a ruby where the emerald was a moment before—a tawny
wine red of exquisite tone.

It ia a fearful fate to bave to endure
the terrible torture of Piles. "I can
giving recess.
The Tcarle*· Battle.
truthfully say," writes Harry Colson, of
(Ulead.
The Tearless battle was fought beMaaonvllle, la., ''that for Blind, BleedMisses Chapman and Murphy went ing, Itching and Protuding Piles, Buok- tween the Spartaus on one side and
the beat cure the Arcadians and
home Thanksgiving morning. Will re- lea's Arnica Salve ia
Arjlves on the other
made." Also best for outs, buna and
turn to their aclioola Saturday.
307 B. C.
Not a Spartan fell in the
25c at F. A. Shurtleff A Co.'a.

appeared.
citizen. He was a Freemason of promiday with Mr. and Mrs. Anson Holden.
nence and was connected with other
Denmark.
Mrs. Chas. Bumpus has been sick with
orders. In politics he was an active Re- tonsilitis.
Mra. E. R. Bennett went to Gorham injurlea.
Mr. Wilber Kenison is reported as very
and
has
served
for
recently
publican,
and Berlin last Saturday, and returned
Preparations are going forward for sick with pneumonia.
William T. Bardaley died at Sanford
two terms on the Republican County the Christmas festivals.
Regardless of the heavy rain Wednes- Tuesday.
Monday following a fall from an electric
Committee. He leaves a wife and four
Mrs. Geo. Jones is going to the
Mr. J. E. Richardson, with hia daughthe ladies' circle met with
on Sunday.
The doctor's certificate
evening
oar
day
children.
hospital at Lewiston.
Mrs. S. T. Brown. Quite a number were ter Florence, was in Bethel Tuesday.
acute alcoholism as the cause of
Associate Justice Albert M. Spear
was in a bad carriage accident at Gardiner Sunday, and be and Postmaster G.
D. Libby of that city were seriously
bruised. Tbe Judge will be confined to
the house for an indefinite time with a
sprained back, while Postmaster Libby
is hobbling aboat by reason of his experience. Tbe carriage in whieh the
two were riding collided with a carriage
containing Mr. and Mrs. Austin Starns
of Hallowell. While tbe latter party
were ail thrown to tbe ground they were
more fortunate than tbe occupants of
tbe other oanrtage.

m«4, Vkitt, SfMi II—.

8·π · Flak Breath··.

MM

WMt Pari*.
The Good Will Society will meet Friday afternoon of thia week with Mr·.
Herman Wardwell, the meeting being
postponed one day on acooant of the
W. C. T. U. which will bold its regular
meeting Thursday afternoon with the
president, Mrs. L. C. Bates.
On Monday evening, Deo. 11, the
W. C. T. U. has planned to have a social
at the home of Mrs. C. Howard Lane in
honor of its being the fifteenth anniversary since the West Paris Union was
organized by the honored state president, Mrs. L. M. N. Stevens. There will
be a program of entertainment, and a
social time will be enjoyed. Each member of the Union has the privilege of inviting a friend, who will be welcomed as
a gueat for the occasion.
World's Temperance Sunday was well
observed on Nov. 2flth. Rev. D. P. Nelson referred to the subject in the morning service at-the Methodist church, and
in the afternoon an excellent temperance
sermon was preached by Rev. P. E. Barton, text: Romans 12:1.

engagement, and so, Plutarch says, the
Lacedaemonians called it the Tearless

battle.

Λ Safe Openlaf.
Mrs. Ralph Peabody, with her daugh- givea
death.
"It does not follow that a jafe openEdith, went to Gorham last Saturday.
ing Is necessarily α secure sort of busiMiss Lisbeth Murphy was the guest of
IN MAD CHASE.
muttered the burglar as he beMrs. J. E. Richardson Saturday and
Millions rush in mad chaae after ness,"
Sunday.
from one extreme of faddlun to gan his drilling, "especially as oue hag
health,
Makendry Coffin has sold his farm.
another, when, If they would only eat to do so much blowing about It."—BalMrs. Henry Wight and her two grandfood, and keep their bowels regu- timoré American.
who
have
been
visiting
daughters,
with Dr. King's New Life Pills, their
*
friends in Mason, returned last Satnr- troubles would
all pass away. Prompt
Wtleomc Trouble.
relief and quick cure for liver and
II
Im
Newltt—May's In trouble. She*·
Miss Edna Wight and Miss Myra
85e
F.
Shurtleff
stomach trouble.
at
A.
had .proposals from two men and can't
Forbes viaited Miaa Helen Chapman's
A Co.'·. Guaranteed.
choose between them. Miss Paesay—
tohool last Tuesday.
A. J. Brown and tarife called on Mrs.
Dr. Heavens I And doe· ah· call that tr«oGlasses on weakly payments.
B. S. Burbank the fint of the week.
Parmeafter. Bead my ad.
Mat
ter

C>d

I

_

RANGES !
WOOD STOVES !
OAK, FOR WOOD OR COAL !

Enooch.
Jolkley—I once heard a man say that
he would rather be an ex-convlct than
anything else he could think of. Polkley—The Idea! How eccentric! Jolkley
—Not at all. The man was in the penitentiary at the time.—Philadelphia
Xntnril

Ledger.

Reasonable Request.

Lawyer—Your honor, I want an In·
terpreter for my client Judge—What
language does he speak? LawyerHe's

a

railroad brakeman.—St Louie

Post-Dispatch.

Retaliation.

Mrs. Jawback—Just like a man! The
Idea of losing your temper and swearing at your razor because lfs dull! Mr.
Jawback—Well, I've got a right to.

Didn't thfe razor lose Its temper first I—
Cleveland Leader.
A· Arab ProTwk.

When you have done any on· a favoi
1 hrow Into the sea the remembrance of
t and If the fishes devour It Qod will
«member it

Fashion Is gentility running away
torn vulgarity and afraid of being
•vertaken by It It is a sign the two
klnfs an art tar uuufiar.-Hailltt

****£""

We carry the St. Nicholas Coal
Stove.
All kinds of Job Work done to
order.

J. P. Richardson,
South Paris, Maine.
CASTORIA RriiiuimittiÉ* g*1"«y;

Τ>ιΚΜΥ.ιΒιι.Α1«».tortt

^

sp

flw ΦχίΰτνΛ gtmoceat

Good weather for blacksmith·.
Without question a stormy Sunday—»

rare

socth_paris.
SOUTH

ΡΑΚΙ·

Going down .east)—5 36 A. U., dallv, 9:50 A M
dally except Sunday ; 4:3S p. M.. Jelly.
i.olngup (we-t)—9J0a.m.. dally; irXr. ■..
dally except Sunday; 8:47 p. M., dally.
« >18ce

were

At bone for

E-F.BMsett and daughter, Mrs.ftank
K. kirn ball, are deer banting near West
η

SOCTH PARIS POST OKVIcK.
7 SO a. m. to 7 30 p. M.

Mt. Mica Lodge, I. O. O. F., will work
Mre. Hannah Holt fell on the sidewalk
the third degree next Thursday evening,
at Norway Saturday afternoon and broke
Dec. 7th.
wr*·*· The accident happened
Mrs. Wirt Stanley entertained a numnear the office of one of the doctors, and
ber of lady friends at a game supper last
her injury was attended to at once, and

Hours

CHIKCHES.

?

First Congregational Church, Rev. A. K. Bald
win. Pastor. Preaching services, 10 .45 a. m and
7 ι» P. M. ; Sunday School 12 κ.; Y. P. S. C. Ε.
at tJ 00 p. m ; Church prayer meeting on Tuesday
evening at 7 0 o'c'ock. All, not otherwise con
tai led, are cordially Invited.
Methodist Church. Kev Η. Λ. Clifford, Pastor,
on Sunday. morning prayer meeting 9 30 a. M. :
service 10:45 a. M. ; Sabbath School
li M.; Fpworth League Meeting β 15 p. M :
prayer meetevening prayer meeting 7 Λ) p.
ing Tuesday evening; class meeting, Friday

Monday evening.

J. H. Bean and family and Mr. and
Mrs. H. E. Wilson were entertained

she

is

doing well.

Five

NOBWAY.

Thanksgiving.

Bethel. Mr. Kimball will join them tbii
Donald S. Briggs has returned from week.
Boston, and will enter Colby College at
Misa Abbie Starbird started Monday
once.
morning ίοΓ Manche·ter, Ν. Η., where
Miss Lottie Giles will go to Farming- •be will visit for a time, and will tben go
ton next week to attend the Norma) to spend the winter with her brother,
School.
Capt. Alfred A. Starbird, at Port Slocurn,

Commencing! October 1,1306,
LKA VK

io recent months.

Mis· Anna Crooker has gone to Poland,
where she ia to teach the coming term.

OMAND ΤΙΠΙΙ KAIL WAT.

TRAM*

thing

Uebath Murphy «ad Helen
Ι**"·
Chapman, who are teaching In Gllead,

I

evening.
Rev. J. Wallace Chesbro,
Baptist Church.
Un Sunday, preaching service 10:45 a.
l'axtor.

fi:35 Ρ.
Sabbath School li Μ. ; Υ. Ρ S. C. Κ
Μ
Prayer meeting 7 p. M. ; Tuesday cvenlnK
prayer service at 7 Λ). Seats free. All are
welcome.
Cnlversaltst Church, Rev. J. H. Little, Pastor
service every Sunday at 10:45 a. m.
Ρ mac h
Evening service, 7
Sunday School at I;' κ.
P. M.
STATED MEETINGS.
Regular
Ε. A A. M.—Paris Lodge, No. 94·
mee'lng Tuesday evening on or before full moon.
I. O. <>. F.—Mount Mica Lodge, regular meetIn^·. Thuraday evening of each week.—Aurora
Encampment, ilrst and thlnl Monday evenings
of each month.
I) of R.—Mount P'.easan' Kebekah Lodge, No.
30, meets second and fourth Erldays of each
month In Odd Eellows' Hall.
ii. A. R.—W. K. Kimball Post. No. 148, meets
flr-it and third Saturday evenings of each
K. Hall.
month, In U.
Wm. K. Kimball Relief Corps meets Ilrst
an l thirl Saturday evenings of each month. In
Relief Corps Hall.
P. of H—Paris «range, from May 1 to Oct. 1,
meets Urst and third Saturday ; during the
remainder of the year, meets every Satunlay, In
t» range Hall.
I'. O. G. C.—Second and fourth Mondays of
each month.
Ν. E. O. P.—Stony Brook Lodge, No. 181,
me Ui second and fourth WeUuesday evenlnics
of <ach month.
K.of P.—Hamlin Lodge, No, 31, meets every
Erlday evening at Pythian Hall.
-,

burn.

lay

Mrs. A. T. Forbes, Miss Fannie A.
Forbes and Arthur E. Forbes were entertained for Thanksgiving at Mrs. L.
C. Morton's.

—

Second Congregational Church, Rev. B. 8.
Rt'teout, PMtor. Preaching service 8unday.
10 JO A. M.; Sabbath School, 12 :00 M.; Y. P. 8.
Snnd»T Evening, β :30 P. M.; Social Meet
C.
lag, 7 Λ0 P. M ; regular weekly Pra er Meeting,
Tuesday evening.
Universalis Church, Rev. S. fl.
Parti,

Pastor. Preaching service on Sunday at 10:30
A. M. Sabbath 8chool, 1« .-00; Y. P.C. U. meetM.
Methodist Church, Rev. C ▲. Brooks. Pastor.
Preach'ng service. 10 SO A. M.; Sabbath School,
12:00 M.; Social Evening Meeting, 7«0 P.M.,
prayer meeting, Tueaday evening; class meeting

ing. 7.-00 P.

Friday evening.
Epworth League, 8unday
evening, β ΛΟ P. M.
Baptist Church. Rev. E. 8. Cotton. Pastor
Preaching servloe, 1030 A. M.; Sabb th School,
12 .-00 M.; Prayer Meeting, Sunday evening 7 P.
M., Wednesday evening, 7 30.
■TATKD MEETINGS.

Collector Alfred H. Jackson sold at

The family of William J. Wheeler and
Mr. and Mrs. Ansel Swift ate Thanksgiving dinner with Mr. and Mrs. A. J.
Stearns at Norway.
Mr. and Mrs. tl A. Morton entertainMrs. Morton's
ed for Thauksgiving
mother and sister, Mrs. Richardson and
Miss Florence Richardson.

auction

Miss Ethel Crockett entertained the
members of her class in the high school
(05) at her home Saturday evening,
eighteen were present. Features of the
evening were a guessing contest on the
baby pictures of the class members, and
a doll dressing contest, in which, remarkable to relate, one of the boys took the
prize. Punch and other refreshments
were served.
B01.STKR

MSTBICT.

John Small is working for

Manufacturing

Co.

the Paris

sleeplessness,

Fellows' Ha 1, second and fourth Friday Evenlngt of each month. Mt. Hope R^bekah Lodge,
No. 98, meets on flrat and third Friday of each
month.
K. of P.—Regular meeting In Hathaway Block
U. R., A. U. Noyee
every Thuredav
Division, No. 12, meets third Friday of each
month. Lake Assembly, No. S3, P. S., second
and fourth Friday evenings of each month.
P. of H.—Sorway Orange meets second and
fourth Saturdavs of cach month at Orange Hall.
G. A. R.—Harry Rust Post, No. 54, meets In
New G. A. R. U1I on the flrst Tuesday Evening
of each month.
W. R.C.—Meets in New G. A. R. Hal), Mon-

Evenlng>

Brldgton.

Maine News Notes.
William Gowen, a carpenter forty
years old, ended his life at York Wed-

nesday by ehooting

himself in the head
He leaves no family.

with a shot gun.
day evening.
Ν. E. O. P.—Lakeside Lodge, No. 177, meet? In
Now G. A. R. Hall, on the flrst and third WedPassenger service on the Northern
nesday evenings of each month.
railroad was inaugurated MonO U. A. M.—Norway and South Paris Council, Seaport
No. 10, meets at G. A. R. Hall every Tuesday day from Lagrange to Stockton Spring*.
The contemplated celebration of the conevening.
U. O. P. F.—Elm Tree Colony, No. 199, meets struction of this link of the
Bangor &
second and fourth Wednesdny evenings of each
Aroostook to the sea has been postponed
month.
U. O. G. C.—Norway Commandery, No. 247, till the spring.
meets second and fourth Thursday evenings of
each month
A Hebrew peddler by the name of
K. G. E.—Oxford Castle, No. 2, meet* in Ryer- Isaac
Silverman, who was working about
s<>n hall, every Thursday evening, September to
in the Boston and Maine
May, flrat and third Thursday evenings, May to the buildings
Railroad yard in Portland Monday, stepSeptember.
ped from one of the buildings directly
Wm. M. Rueeell and Horace Dins- in front of an
engine, had one leg crushmore left for Umbagog Lake for a hunt· ed and died
early the next morning.
Ing trip the first of the week. They will
There is mystery in the sudden dinbe gone a week or ten days.
Edith M. Smith, of the James Smith appearance of James Bailey of Pride's
Saturday
Shoe Store, took her Thanksgiving din- Corner in Westbrook. On
ner with her brother, Charles K. Smith night, Nov. 25, Bailey, who is 19 years
is
said
that be
a
It
dance.
attended
on
returned
of Portland. She
Saturday old,
is nut in the habit of drinking, but that
after a very pleasant visit.
considerable. He
The regular monthly meeting of th« night lie imbibed
the
Norway Board of Trade was held at failed to return home that night, and
his clothing was
Engine House Hall, Friday evening. The next day a portion ofthe Riverton
road.
A committee con- found strewn along
attendance was large.
he was
sisting of L. M. Smith, A. L. Sanborn When last seen Saturday night
a
very
and Fred S. Brown, was appointed to j running across a field. Although
confer with the Grand Trunk Railway | thorough search has been made, no clue
obtained.
has
whereabouts
been
rate
his
t"
officials relative to a low Saturday
The month- It was supposed that he might have
a* well as for the holidays.
suicide in the river, and tho
on
the
committed
held
be
hereafter
ly meeting will
^
second Tuesday of each month. Elec- water iwas drawn off and a day spent in
tion of officers second Tuesday in examining the bed of the stream, but
without result. The general belief is
December.
The cottage owned by Capt. J. H. ! that the young man was taken insane
Porter, situated on the easterly shore of and made way with himself by some
Lake, was burned means.
Pennesseewassee
Tuesday morning with all its contents. ] Three Boston and Maine Railroad emInsurance on
Cause of fire unknown.
killed and two others in-

Frank Clark returned last Wednesday
Mr. and Mrs. A. C. Libby of Locke's from his visit in Massachusetts.
Mills, and Dr. and Mrs. Ο. K. Yates of
F. R. Wit ham's sons will attend school
West Paris, were the guests of Mr. and
Fore Street, in Oxford.
Mrs. Chas. R. Dunham Thanksgiving on
Mrs. Prentiss Crockett and Miss Ethel
day.
a pleasant call last
Several packages of Thanksgiving sup- Crockett made tie
plies were seized the tirst of last week by Friday.
Sheriff Farrar, who made all the trains
Oscar Parsons has returned from the
and kept a sharp watch on the express hospital in Lewiston. He ie now with
business.
his sister, Mrs. Frank Shurtleff, at the
I'ercival E. Hathaway spent Τ hunk.s
His many friends are glad to
village.
at
R.
of
twelve
in
Waterville.
A
with
friends
party
Thanksgiving
giving
and hope for his
Mrs. Charlotte Howe, welcome him back
N.
Hall's
included
Miss Maud Douglass was at Canton to
Minot L. Whittle and family, Mr. and speedy recovery.
spend Thanksgiving with relatives.
Mrs. Fred E. Hall, and Mr. and Mrs. J.
Mr. and Mrs. A. B. Talbot and son
Mr. and Mrs. (Îrinlill Stuart spent D. llavues.
Ernest spent Thauksgiving day in BuckM
of Mr. and Mre J
Thanksgiving with relatives in Portland.
The meetings of the School Boys' and Held at the home
Millett.
Mrs. E. A. Howe was in Boston a (•iris' Brigade will be held in one of the
short time last week to buy Christmas upper rooms of Maxim Block, every SatAmong those who spent Thanksgiving
urday afternoon at present, instead of day here are Miss Eunice Fobes, who is
goods.
All
are
welcome.
the Baptist vestry.
teac hing in Wakefield, Mass. ; Mr. and
Kev. M. D. Summa of Lewiston was
N. Swett and son Francis, and
All who sing are requested to meet at Mrs. Ε.
the Thanksgiving guest of Mr. and Mrs.
of Norway, also Harvey
New Hall Wednesday evening, Dec. 0, to Mrs. Huntington
J. J. Euieley.
Swett at W. H. Swett's; Mrs. Florence
of
for
the
"Concert
rehearsals
begin
Miss AltaC. Walker, who teaches at
aud children and A. J. Ayer at
Nations,"' which will be given in January Chapman
Wells Beach, is at home for the ThanksJohn Small's; Mr. and Mrs. Ε. E. Chapunder the auspices of the Good Cheer.
man and son Francis, and Mrs. Frances
giving vacation.
Miss Emma Toothaker of Dixtield; Stowe at J. S. Brown's; Mr. and Mrs.
Mr. aud Mrs. Franklin Maxim spent
Antonio Fernandez and Alturo Rocca Albert Ryerson and Irwin Lapham at
Thanksgiving with their son, Hariy E. of
Camaguey, Cuba, now at Hebron Charles Gowell's; J. M. Cummings at F
Maxim, in Portland.
Academy, were guests at the home of R. Witham's. and Mrs. I. D. Cummings
with
Mr. and Mrs. A. D. Park on Thanks- at Freeland Cummings'.
C. W. Bowker and family were
Mrs. Bowker's brother, Newton Stanley. giving.
The School Boys' and Oirls' Brigade.
In South Portland, for Thanksgiving.
A whist party was given by Mr. and
I have been asked to write a word in
their
home
at
Brett
E.
Mrs.
J.
D.
Charles
Mrs.
Friday
and
Haynes
spent
Mr.
to the meetings of the School
ployes were
his
regard
were
of
twelve
tables
which
at
the
with
family
evening,
on furniture, etc., $200.
Thanksgiving
in a collision of freight trains Sunand Girls' Brigade, its object and building, 5600;
jured
Boys'
refreshMass.
aud
other
Fruit
in
tilled.
Brett,
U.
P.
Beverly.
punch
brother.
Mr. and Mrs. Ε. B. Tubbs enjoyed their
Nov. 2fl, at South Waterboro on tho
The object is to help the
day.
ments were served, and a pleasant even- purpose.
E.
dinner with their son,
Mrs. Clara C. Andrews is visiting Ht
Portland, Worcester and Nashua division.
school boys and girls to be kind and Thanksgiving
at Portland.
Kumford Falls, and will go from there to ing enjoyed.
Tho second train, which was a "double
to each other, and try and make B. Tubbs. Jr.,
helpful
the
of
member
Victor L. Partridge,
Miss Ruth 1. Stearns will open a pri- those in humble circumstances in life
Boston w here she will spend the winter.
header" special, had orders to pass tho
Brothers, Norway
vate school at South Paris next Monday, feel that they are the same value in God's firm of Partridge
regular freight at South Waterboro, and
mill
York
on
the
work
at
George F. Earn urn and family spent teaching the eighth and ninth grades, as
while
as those who are well provided Lake,
supposing it had a clear track pushed
Thanksgiving with the family of Mrs. is advertised fully elsewhere in this sight,
property Monday, fell from the staging right along and struck the regular,
for.
Farnum's father, C. W. Chase, at North
The
unconscious.
taken
was
and
the
up
paper. Patronage enough to ensure
1 which was just going on to the siding.
Some of our greatest men did not have
Paris.
which he was at work was The dead are: L. A. Hutchinson, fireschool is already guaranteed.
the best in life to start with, and great staging on
He is 1
timbers.
down
broken
enterfalling
by
W.
Chesbro
J.
Mrs.
and
Kev.
if only a kind word,
man, Portland; Richard H. Proctor, fireDon't forget the Good Cheer supper are the possibilities
will soon recover
be given to now comfortable and
tained the deacons of the Baptist church
man, 23 years old, Nashua, Ν. H.; Alto-morrow night, or a smile of encouragement
entertainment
I
and
of the accident.
fred A. Jeanotte, brakeman, 21 years
and their wives at the parsonage Wedof our day. Its purpose is to from the effects
Tuesday, Dec. 3. A farce and tableaux such ones
Dr. and Mrs. H. P. Jones were at Dr. old, Nashua, Ν. H. The injured: S. B.
to try to help them,
nesday evening.
for entertainment, the programme of bring them together,
first
of
the
the
and try to help them see and feel that E. L. Hall's, Augusta,
Woodbury, engineer, Portland, bruised
Mrs. Alton C. Wheeler spent the past which wan published last week. Supand cut; S. W. Daniels, eugineer, RochesJesus came to save them just as much as wock·
week with her parents, Mr. and Mrs. per at 6:30. Prices as usual.
church
the
Methodist
The ladies of
the older ones. We teach them from
ter, bruised and badly shaken up. FireA. R. Ilall,
Hayes, at Auburn, and Mr. Wheeler was
Miss Catherine G. Briggs has entered God's word, John 3:16, Prov. 8:11, Luke will hold a sale at the β.
man Richard H. Proctor leaves a mother
there for Thanksgiving.
ornaand
Useful
7th.
Bliss Business College. Lewiston, to 18:17, Ecclesiastes 12:1 and many others. Thursday, Dec.
and wife and a little daughter, which
will be offered for sale. was born the
day before the accident.
The last two weeks of the hunting take a year's course. Saturday evening We try and have a true story to help mental articles
follows:
as
will
be
Fri- a farewell surprise party was given her them understand our motto which is, The entertainment
seasou promises to be well utilized.
Stone.
O. L.
CHAMBERLAIN'S
op h one Selections
OPIUM IN
NO
day ,morning's north-bound train carried by the Fan-Tan Club at Mrs. Penfold's, Seek to help the other boy or girl, no Graph
Hazel Bennett,
Piano Solo,
in the smoking car thirty men w'th aud a very pleasant evening was spent matter who he or she may be.
C ara Connor.
COUGH REMEDY.
Solo,
O. L. Stone.
We have over sixty names on our roll, Graphophone Selections,
rifles.
by all present.
There is not tbe least danger io giving
A. H. Morgan.
is thirty-four. We Cornet Solo
Mt. Pleasant Rebekah Lodge has ac- average attendance
; Chamberlain's Cough Remedy to email
Song."
Mrs. Bertha Sturtevant and daughter
Gypsy's
Quartette—-The
Nov. 25th Piano Solo
fine
had
have
Richardson.
meetings.
Lotta
eight
children as it contains no opium or
Geneva, am) Dr. J. W. Davis and family cepted an invitation to visit Liberty
A. B. McAllister.
we gave a concert in the Baptist church Bugle Song with Cornet,
other harmful drug. It has an establishof Scarboro w ere entertained for Thanks- Lodge at Auburn on the 19th of this
Henriette
Cragln.
was a success. Reading.
Dr. Davis month. The lodges at Mechanic Falls, vestry, which we trust,
O. !.. 8tone
ed reputation of more than thirty years
giving at Dr. C. L. Buck's.
Graphophone Selections,
all took their parts beautifully. We Solo,...:
O. P. Brooks. ; as the most successful medicine in use
has sold his tarin in Scarboro, but re- Norway and Bethel are also included in They
kindness
.«m,
for
to thank you all
vngu·.
your
Accompaaiei,
the invitation, aud it is probable that a wish
for colds, croup and whooping cough.
tains a portion of his stock.
and help. We give one-tenth of all we
Lena Shank was at home with her It always cures and is pleasant to take.
train will be arranged.
special
to
left
in
Nichols
Home
will
Jacob
Wednesday
to
the
re-,
Mrs.
Augusta, people for Thanksgiving. She
Orphans'
get
Children like it. Sold by Shurtleff &
Entertainment consisting of selections and as far as our means will let us, have "unie her work at Farmington Normal
spend the winter with her daughter,
Co., South Paris; Jones Drug Store,
in Dorchester, ! on a phonograph, readings and songs at tried K> help make a few of our own boys
Warren Swett.
Mrs.
School at once.
Oxford; Noyes Drug Store, Norway.
Mass. Master Gilbert Swett accom- the Baptist vestry Thursday evening, and girls bave a pleasanter Thanksgiving,
D. M. French has moved from the
Mr. Nichols Dec. 7th. followed by a social. A gentle- who needed our attention.
his
home.
the
to
to
her
Street
Pleasant
on
Frost house
panied
CURE FOR SORE NIPPLES.
man from Auburn has been engaged to
We wish to thank the members of the Hawkins house, corner of Main and1
expects to go a few weeks later.
As soon as the child is done nursing
be present with his phonograph, a most Baptist church who so kindly have open- Danforth Streets, into the lower leneoff
Mr. and Mrs. S. P. Stearns entertained excellent machine and sure to
please ed their doors for us. All are welcome ment vacated by W. E. Bosserman re- apply Chamberlain's Salve. Wipe it tbe
at Thanksgiving dinner a family party
with a soft cloth before allowing
i
Home made candy for sale. to come to our Saturday afternoon meeteverybody.
cently.
comprising the families of two of their Admission 5 cents.
child to nurse. Many trained nurses
ing and see what the boys and girls can do.
Benj. Bacon, who has been sick for
sons aud their two daughters—Austin P.
with the best results. Price 25
It is undenominational and for all. God some time, was able to attend church use this
emK.
are
l'aris
teachers
of
the
Several
of
Paris, Henry
Steams and family
box. For sale by Shurtleff &
bless you all.
out for a time during cents per
He
C.
iu
towns.
other
gets
for
winter
Sunday.
tbe
of
Hebron,
Ellery
Stearns and family
ployed
Co., South Paris; Noyee Drug Store,
Mks. Edith S. Allen.
in
the
and
will
days.
teach
Mr.
M.
Wfieeler
and
Susie
pleasant
Miss
of'Bethel,
Park and family
Jones Drug Store, Oxford.
Hattie C. Oxnard returned from Farm- Norway;
E. S. Kilborn of Bethel.
eighth grade in Norway, Misa Florence
Stewart-Maxwell.
Normal School for Thanksgiving I1
ington
and Miss Florence Tufts in
Kicbardson
Here U Relief for Woman·
A very pretty wedding took place at with her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Horace
Benjamin Swett, who lias been at tne Oxford. Miss Blanche Penley in Sumner
I If 70a have p&lns In the back, Urinary, Bladsporting camps of his son. L. P. Swett, Miss Margie McKenney and Miss Jennie the home of Edwin S. Maxwell of Wales C. Oxnard.
or Kidney trouble, and want a certain, pleasder
at Molunkus. since the middle of
at high noon of Wednesday, Nov. 29,
John Hayes, accompanied by his ant herb remedy for woman's Ills, try Mother
Bradbury in Woodstock, and Miss Mar- when
Miss Louada M., daughter of Mr. daughter, Mrj. Harry S. Newcomb of Gray's Anatral tan-Leaf. It I· a safe monthly
returned home Wednesday. His stay iii
in Bethel.
Stearns
50 cents.
garet
of
aud Mrs. Maxwell, was united in mar- Philadelphia, has returned from their regulator. At Druggtste or by mall
camp was made largely on account
Sample package FREE. Address, The Mother
Mr. and Mrs. 0. VV. Royal started Sat- riage with Dr. Delbert M. Stewart of Massachusetts trip.
,
hi· health, which is considerably imN.
YLe
Roy,
Gray Co..
Mrs. George I. Cummings and eon ι
proved. As part of his baggage be urday for their new home in Ardmore, South Paris.
The house was very prettily decorated, Charles are visiting her sister, Mrs. Mer- Don't Gat Footeoret Get Allen'a Foot-Baae
brought home a buck wei^hiiu; 180 Pa., stopping over Sunday on the way at
j Worcester, Mass., to visit two of their evergreen being largely used. Rev. A. ritt Welch, in Sanford.
j A wonderful powder that euros tired, arhtnif.
pounds.
children who live there. At Ardmore K. Baldwin of South Paris was the offiHon. Ε ben S. Kilborn of Bethel was in swollen, sweating feet and makei new or tight
the
Good
on
The general committee
&lr*es easy. A^k to-day for Allen's Foot-Eaoc.
in
the
facMaxwill
M
be
Miss
Editii
Mr.
employed
Royal
ciating clergyman.
town Wednesday.
At all Druggist* and Shoe Stores 2Scts. Pon't
Cheer fair to be held in March, UHKi. contory whore the Autocar is manufactured well of Melrose, Mass., was bridesmaid,
business places in the village were accept uny «ulinltute.
The
Mrs.
H.
J.
Little,
Mrs.
and
Rev.
of
sists
his son in-law. Mr. DeCoster, has and Dr. George A. Coombs of Togus was closed
where
all
part
Thursday. Some all day,
II. M. Child, Mrs. J. K. McArdle, Mrs.
been employed for some time.
best man. Many valuable presents were of the day,
Ε. B. Clifford, Miss (truce Thaver, Mrs.
of
Yalo
received.
Verrill
Addison
Prof, and Mrs.
Wanted.
Mr. and Mrs. A. ('. Hall entertained
J. G. Littlefield, Mrs. H. E. Carter, Mrs
Dr. Stewart is a graduate of Bates Col- were the guests of her brother, C. M. !
ght Mr. and Mrs R X.
A. D. Park, Mrs. Herbert Hilton. The at tea Friday
A good man to work in my Livand later of the
of
class
the
in
1899,
and
I
lege
Sunday.
Smith, Saturday
first meeting of this committee is called Hall and Mrs. Charlotte Howe. It was
Maine Medical School. He was for a
Carl £. Stone was at home from Bow- ery Stable.
this Monday afternoon at the home of intended that the tea party should ina few weeks doin
and
at
only
Togus,
year
Thursday.
clude all of Mr. Hall's cousins in South
M. CUMMINGS,
the pastor.
'■
since left that place to settle at South
Mr. and Mrs. Harlan S. Flint has
I aria, of whom there are a number, but
Dec 4, 1905.
Norway, Me.
Deputy Sheriff Phillips of Eryeburg the other» were for various reasons un- Paris, where he is already having a moved from his farm to the Marston I
The bride is a house on Tucker Street, for the winter. I
brought Wenney O'Brion of Portland to able to be
was promising practice.
who
Mr.
Hall,
present.
'
Landlord Woodman, of the Beal's
jail Friday. On the 18th of November some time ago critically ill, has so far graduate of Farmington Normal School.
Both are very popular and well esteemed Hotel, is improving his lake shore cot· !
the sporting camp of C. 'Γ. Ladd of Eryethe
about
to
be
as
premises
recovered
young people, and a great many friends tage.
burg was broken into and a number of and attend to light work as usual.
extend them sincere congratulations.
H. C. Reed of Richmond, Me., secretary |
things were stolen. O'Brion was arOu Decembor lltli I am to open a priDr. and Mrs. Stewart after a short trip and manager of the Fraternities Health
rested in Portland the tirst of the week. I The missionary circles of South Paris
for the eighth
and under pressure admitted that he wai aud vicinity are invited to meet with the came on Friday to their future home at and Accident Association of Maine, wan ( vate school in South Paris
ninth grades fur a term of ten weeks
concerned in the break. He was bound South Paris Baptist circle at that church South Paris.
in town with local agent A. H. Kenerson, and
The room has not been fully decided
next Thursday at 2:30 o'clock, to talk
over to the March term of court.
this week.
Young Man Badly Scalded.
over different methods of work, what has
upon.
F.
P.
Stone's
of
Cowan
drug
E.
Lester
The annual luee'ing of Riverside been done the
The work taken up will be the regular
past year, and get new
store, took bis Thanksgiving dinner in J
Cemetery Association was held Saturday ideas for the coming year. A Mrs. Lisle, fill
t»wn school work which, after the
IS
WATKR
OF
BOII.ING
VAT
A
INTO
Bangor.
afternoon at the οβι-· of Wilson it Gray.
of the town school in the spring
formerly missionary in Siaro, is expected
J. M. Palmer of the shoe firm of B. F. work
Mtl.L AT RUMFOBD ΚΑ 1.1.8.
The old officers were re-elected—Η. Ν. to be
will fit the pupils of the ninth grade for
and speak. A social hour
was in Boston this week.
A
Co.
present
Spinney
Bolster secretary and treasurer, Georgw is
School and those of the eighth
anticipated at the close of meeting,
The R. F. D. men enjoyed one of their ! tbe High
A. Wilson, James S. Wright and Wilbur when
for the ninth grade. Of course all
an employe of the
refreshments will be served.
grade
Thomas
Kilbride,
light
few
Thursday.
holidays
is
very
L. Farrar trustees. The association
not attending a winter school will
We desire a large attendance.
International Paper Co. at Rumford
Lola Smith has closed her Milan school pupils
in excellent shape iu all respite, and
to pass the usual exwas the victim of a terrible acci- and will enter the Farmington Normal find it difficult
Falls,
the
chose
As
in invested fuuds.
Paris Urange on Saturday
I aminations for promotion next June.
has nearly
dent Thursday evening. He started to School next term.
the
installed
of
who
will
be
is
one
all know, the cemetery
following officers,
The only expense is the tuition which
walk across a vat of boiling water on a
Mre. Charles H. Sargent is visiting her
for the terra, payprettiest in this part of the state, and at the tint meeting in January:
narrow plank, and stepped off the plauk
Mrs. H. R. Eaton, at Belfast. is five dollars (Î5.00)
which
daughter.
Oxford
in
A.
Swan.
one
is
not
County
there
Master—H.
before Friday of the sixth
into the water. He caught hold of a
The ladies of the M. E. circle will have able on or
»veritwp-Ueonre 8. Boutelle.
i more care or is kept looking better
head a sale at G. A. R. Hall, Thursday after- week.
Lecturer—Faustina Bmwq.
rope and thus managed to keep his
throughout the season.
All wishing to take advantage of this
Stewanl—Leon A. Brooks.
and upper part of the arms out of the non, Dec. 7. Aprons, fancy articles,
Albion L. Abbott.
Stewant—
AeMetant
school please notify me as soon as posworka day of infellow
when
rescued
the
was
In
but
tables.
other
by
and
largely
water,
Thanksgiving
food, candy
Chaplain—(ieurge Α. liainnau
men was found to be terribly scalded. evening ice cream will be on sale and an sible.
Treuiurer— W. Ε Twltchell.
door enjoyment here, with the usual fam
with
Secretary—8. Κ inck*on
cold
was taken to the hospital at once and entertainment tree.
The
morning,
He
Come and buy for
reunions.
ily
I.
Miss
Gate Keeper—Ο. Κ Cllflor·).
a
constantly dropping temperature I Ceres—Koxe Swan
everything possible was done for him.
Christmas is near.
Kilbride came from Prince Edward
> lora—Lizzie Boutelle.
and high wind, did not tend to the enjoyME.
SOUTH
PARIS,
PRAISE OF CHAMBERLAIN'S
Pomona— Ko«e Crooks
Island, and bad been at work in the In- IN
ment of outdoor events, even if any had
A. 8.—Alible Abbott
L.
REMEDY.
skatwhen
the
COUGH
ternational mill only three days
been on the programme. Even the
Llbr.irt in—Abble Swan.
accident occurred.
Chorister— Mrs. W. W. Stover.
There is no other medicine manu·
ing had gone to pieces, and though quite
afterin
the
cove
the
a number went to
factured that bas received so much
CURE
The extremely stormy weather of
L. M. Lunt, Norway, is offering great
noon, and built a large tire on the bank,
praise and so many expressions of gratiaudience
in
a
ad
See
not prevent
good
bargain· in coat* Dec. 9th.
the extremely rough ice and the search- Sunday did
as Chamberlain's Cough Remedy.
tude
union temperauce another column.
for the
it
nothino if
It is effective, and prompt relief follows "hyomei costs you
ing wind which the bank did not entire- gathering of the evening at the Uniof most the meeting
the
made
8AY F. A. SHURTLEFF Λ CO.
Grateful
stay
everywhere
use.
break
its
off,
parents
FAIM,"
ly
under the auspices of KING OF ALL COUGH MEDICINES.
visitors very short, and most of them versalist church,
do not hesitate to testify to Its merits
Among the many medicines upon the
the W. C. T. U. The president of the
Mr. E. G. Case, a mail carrier of Canwere satisfied to get under shelter again ι
the benefit of others. It is a certain market that claim to cure catarrh none
Rev. ton Center, Conn., who has been In the for
be
to
able
not
union
being
present,
the
In
atabout as quickly as possible.
cure (or croup and will prevent the
but Hyomei has enough faith in its own
Little presided. The singing was U. S. Service for about sixteen years,
tack if given at the first appearance of merit to offer to refund the money if it
evening about fifteen couples from this Mr.the Schubert
The
tried
have
cough
"We
pastors
many
Quartette.
ball
to
by
says:
the disease. It is especially adapted
village attended the Thanksgiving
does not cure.
the four churches participated in the medicines for croup, but Chamberlain's
of Pennesseewassee Lodge, K. of P., at of
children as it is pleasant to take and
This scientific remedy for catarrh kills
services, the address being by Rev. A. K. Cough Remedy is king of all and one to contains
E.
A.
Mr.
nothing injurious.
Norway.
the microbes and germs of the disease
Baldwin of the Congregational church. be relied upon every time. We also
and
resident
known
well
a
and from its introduction haa been sold
"Pour tiourishiicg churches," ax the • Mr. Baldwin spoke from the text, "For And it the best remedy for coughs and Humphreys,
clerk in the store of Mr. E. Lock, of under a positive guarantee to return the
if tbe trumpet give an uncertain sound, colds, giving certain results and leaving
preacher of the evening stated it, proI
Africa,
South
says:
Alice, Cape Colony,
money to all dissatisfied customers.
vided for the special Thanksgiving ser- I who shall prepare himself for the bat- no bad after effects." For sale by Shurt"I have used Chamberlain's Cough
Hyomei is the onlv method of treatvice of Thursday eveiing a congregation tie?" His address was an earnest and leff Λ Co., South Paris; Jones Drug
ward off oroup and colds in ment that sends
to
Remedy
by direct inhalation to
which occupied something like two-thirds eloquent pie», not for "temperance," in Store, Oxford; Noye· Drug Store, Normy family. I found it-to be very satis- the most remote parts of the air passages,
the seating capacity of the auditorium of the strict sense of the term, but for way.
factory and it gives me pleasure to a balsamic air that destroys all catarrhthe Universalis! church. The pastors of abstinence, and for all forms of legal and
recommend it" For sale by F. A. al germs in the breathing organs, enrichthe four churches participated in the moral suasion which will aid in advancThe Oarden of Canada.
Λ Co., South Paris; Jones es and
Sh'urtleff
i
purifies tbe blood with additional
services. Rev. J. H. Little of the Univer- ing the cause.
The waters of "St. Catharines Well" Drug Store, Oxford; Noyes Drug Store, ozone, and makes permanent and comthe
opening
salist church conducting
a
and
saline'order
mineral
the
of
Portland
are
Norway.
The December issue of the
plete cures of catarrh.
service. Rev. A. K. Baldwin of the Con- j
Board of Trade Journal contains an great specific for rheumatism, goat,
The complete outfit costs $1.00 and
While reclining in a dentist's chair
for those
tonic
a
gregational church reading the Scripture
or
on
of
articles
splendid
a
series
neuralgia,
or rather,
an inhaler, a bottle of
The under the influence of chloroform at comprises
lesson, and Rev. J. W. Chesbro of the article,
nervous prostration.
with
affected
its
of
history, present
Paris,
and a dropper. The inhaler will last a
The tbe town
is accompanied by Presque laie Monday Mrs. Whitney
Baptist church offering prayer.
waters
the
of
A
use
large
future
and
prospects.
of situation,
and additional bottle· of Hyosinging was by a quartette composed
by skill- O'Donnell of Chapman died suddenly. lifetime,
E. j number of fine half-tone picture·, most massage, electricity, etc., given
mei can be obtained for 60 cents.
summoned
A
immediately
Mrs. Η. E. Wilson, soprano, Mrs. I
southern
the
on
physician
Situated
of them made especially for this write- ed attendants.
Breathe Hvomei for a few minutes
when Mrs. O'Dooneli expired pronouncAndrews alto, L. S. Sessions tenor, and
illustrations. The mat- slope of Lake Ontario, the climatic conwill
sermon wae up, are used as
The
ae the cause of four time· a day, and your catarrh
the
heart
bass.
of
A.
ed
excellent
are
Briggs
paralysis
environment
George
in good shape, and tb< ditions and
first day1· use, and
of the Methodist ter is worked up
a coroner considered an in- grow better from the
Clifford
and
A.
H.
known
Rev.
is
death,
This
by
region
number is one which doe· credit to th< for recuperating.
will be completely cured within a short
church, from the text, "The Lord hatfa
Paris aa as the "Garden of Canada," and a happy quest unnecessary.
an Journal, and to the town of
time.
not dealt so with any nation." It was
or
health
for
pleasure WATER CURE FOR CONSTIPATION.
well. The general descriptive article oi hunting ground
Do not try to cure catarrh with ordimod·
of
extensive review of our causes for thank·
ills
the
Guard
against
Breathe the
the town is by Hon. Geo. A. Wilaon, th< seekers.
a pint of hot water taken half an nary stomach medicine·.
Half
fulness, and of the evidence· that "Th«
famous
these
>
springs.
life
visiting
by
one on the South Paria Board of Tradi era
hour before breakfast will usually keep healing Hyomei whiob goes to every part
G.
T.
to
Lord hath not dealt su with any nation'1
farther
apply
For
particulars
orHon. James S. Wright, tbe president
>
Rail- .the bowels regular, flarsh cathartics of the air passage· ana respiratory
—that we are in fact the heirs of all thi by one on Paris Hill
by William E. Bell, G. P. 4 Τ. Α., Grand Trunk
not onlj the
should be avoided. When a purgative ii gans, killing the catarrh germ· and preages, and that America is,
Montreal.
ol
I
removal
the
one
oo
way System,
At wood, and the
needed, take Chamberlain's Stomach and venting their growth.
in material things but in all that marki
tbe county buildings by Charlea F. Whit
It is the only treatment for catarrh
tree advancement, the moat favored
Timothy J. Flynn, a South Berwick Liver Tablets. They are mild and gen- where
matter was worked up bj
other
The
man.
at Sal- tle in their action. For aale by Shurtiefl
you can get your money back
nation of earth, and we of New Knglan<i
mm, was drowned-in the canal
who
hat
of
the
Journal,
Howard
H.
W.
from a local dealer, F. A. Shurtleff ft Co.,
Jones
He was about 36 year* old A
South
Drug8tore,
Falls.
the most favored of all Americans, and
Paria;
mon
bcai spent considerable time here on the en
in oaee it doe· not help.
our own community one of the
unmarried.
Store, Norway.

Watch for my List

Died.
In Dlxfleld Center, Not. 17, Infant son of Mr.
and Mrs. Samuel Rand.
In Fryeburg, Nov. 29, II. W. Cousins, aged M
years.
In BrownHeld, Not. 28, William Boynton.

Pullets for Sale.
May-hatched pullets,

Twelve

nice

ones.

A.

_

Dec. 4,

'05.

I

now

Every Week.
stock
have

July!

JOHN

Private School.

Ruth

Stearns,

South Paris, Me. which have been in

WOTICE.
The subscriber hereby gives notice that he ha»
been duly appointed administrator of the
estate of
EMILY A. CHASE, late of Paris,
In the County of Oxford, deceased, and given
bonds as the law directs. All persons having
demands avalnst the estate of said deceased are
desired to present the same for settlement, anl
all Indebted thereto are requested to make payment Immediately.
JAMES S. WRIGHT.
Not. 21st, 1905.

months and

Hyomei

ptoMi

terprise.

I and

Ço.,

Oxford; Noyes Druf

are as

only

use

good

We always have special values at 13 I-3C.
green, browns, and blacks. A suit pat- and 25c. Bath Towels, 10,13 1-3, 35c.
tern would make an excellent gift. 50c. Damask Towels, 13 I-3C. to $1.35.
to

$1 per yard.

unusually good

An

DAMASK TABLE CLOTHS

in nun's veiling, albatross, briiliantine and damask, white and
all colors. $1.35 to $4.98.
Some patterns to match tabic cloths
Large line of silk waists at $4.98.
to
values.
$1
$4
per
all sizes, excellent
terns.

50c. to

a

people

look

scent as a

linen hemstitched and plain
12 ι-a to 50c.

F.

A.

BROOKS—The

The Salvation Army
invites you to participate in bringing Christmas cheer and joy to

FOUR THOUSAND poor children, and FIFTEEN THOUSAND destitute men and women.
Donations thankfully received by
Colonel Vm. Evans,

Next to Poet

What makes

Our

have

had.

ALVA

ORDER OF NOTICE THEREOÏ*.
or Maink, et>.
On this 2nd day of Dec., A. D. 1906, on reading the foregoing petition. It Is
Ordered by the Court, That a hearing be had
upon the same on the 22nd day of Dec., A. D.
1905, before said Court at Portland, In said District, at 10 o'clock In the forenoon ; and that no
tlce thereof j>e published In the Oxford Demo
crat, a newspaper printed In said District, and
that all known creditors, and other persons In
Interest, may appear at the said time and place,
and show cause, If any they have, why the
prayer of sal I petitioner should not be grantci.
And It Is further ordered by the Court, That
the Clerk shall send by mall to all known crrd(tors copie* of said petition and this order, addressed to tl-em at their places of residence a'

stated.
Witness the Hon. Clakknck Hai.k, Judge o'
the said Court, and the seal thereof, at Portland,
In said District, on the 2nd day of Dec., A. 1».
1905.
JAMES E. HEWEY, Clerk.
[!,.§]
A true copy of petition and order thereon.
AMP·»· JAMK-S Ε IIKWEY.O'nrU.

FINE RESIDENCE FOR SALE

Less
than you

F.

R<<'ently occupied a* » Home for Aged Women
Lot 2o0 feet front, 23 rods ueep, large two >tory
dwel Ing and ell and stable connected, 12 roums,
stCHin heater, hot and cold water, plenty of fru't
and shsde tree-·. Will lie sold for less than half
the original co*t
FREKLAKII HOWE, Ileal Estate Agent,
Norway, Maine.

Boar for Service.
A White Chester, terme $1.00
time of service, to warrant.
A. B. TALBOT,

at

South Paris.

Inquire

price.

where else in the

How to

keep

warm

A.

TRADE

CALLED THE

Century for $2.50.

Extra
are made Goodyear Welt, Stylish and have
Good Stock in Every Part. They are as good or better than
We have them both
some that are sold for $3 00.

Kid and Velour Calf.

Ask to see them, AND REMEMBER, you
kinds of footwear at the right price here.

can

find all

SMILEY SHOE STORE,

IN OPERA HOUSE

BLOCK,

Manager.

NORWAY, MAINE.

F. W. FAUNCE, Salesman.

Toloplioiio 112-a.

whether
quickly incertain oar opinion free CommunicaInvention is probably patentable.
tion· Rtrlctly confldenUal. HANDBOOK on Patenta
for
iecurtng
patents.
Oldest
agency
free.
cent
Patents taken through Mutin à Co. receive
ipteial notice, without charge, in tbe

Scientific American.

cirA handsomely Illustrated weekly. largest
culation of any sdentlOc Journal. Term·, 93 a
newsdealer».
year: four months, 9L Sold by ail

Plumbing and Heating.

Jobbing promptly
Telephone connection.
for

attended to.
No charge

team.

Xj. AC. Longley,
Maine.
Norway,

Wanted.

Our new stock of Boy#' Clothing oilers proof of
the superior values that we are showing in boys'
for all agee.
wearing apparel. We have suits
Russian and Junior suits for boys from 3 to S.
Norfolk and double breasted suits for boys from S
to 16.
Long trousers suits for the larger boys.

H. Β. Poster,

Pulp Wood the comCorrespondence solicited.

All kinds of

NORWAY,

H. D. COLE,
Bryant'· Pond, Me.

MAINE.

April 12th, 1905.

HEATERS, $1.75

to

$3

Norway, Maine.

only.

50c. neckwear for 35c.

Sat. Dec. 9, One

Day Only.

Shall give no more red stamps after Jan. 1st
all be in and we shall show some very pretty goods.

18-4

Boots

—

Mr. Woodman will be here with his winter sample coats, which ht
will sell at 25 per cent, to one-half their value. Now is your chance foi
We shall give a big discount on our coats and skirts for this ;daj
a coat.
of
$1.00 corset· for 79c. 1 lot of 35 cent neckwear for 15c. 1 lot

Telephone

NHCKTLKFF A CO.

A.

Design·
Copyright· Ac.
and
description mar
Anyone «ending m (ketch
an

Sale, Saturday Dec. 9.

M.

F.

Patents

JAMES N. FAVOR, Sra«8?oerI,ucker

L.

Maine.

60 YEARS'
EXPERIENCE

If you would ask anyone who used a Sleigh Heater last win·
ter how they liked them, they would tell you they would
not drive in cold weather without a Sleigh Heater.

Saturday, Dec.

OF

WE HAVE A LINE OF

Ε. N. SWETT,

coun-

while driving: this winter.

yourself

PHARMACIES

South Paris, Me.

I AM SELLING SEVERAL GRADES OF

Coat

new

Century $2.50.

New

They

BY USING A

-

in

very low.

HHURTLEFF A CO.

New

any-

SLEIGH HEATER.

ΘΧ Main St.,

subjects

we

and novel

P. MILLETT,

H.

sleighs. ing year.

of
H. N. BOLSTER.

Paris.

try.

FOR SALE.

set of double runner, one horse

Pharmacist.

buy

are

new

a Stores,

Money,
can

handsome

F. A.SHURTLEFF & CO.

for

the

JOHN L. H0RNE STAND,

Many

prices

The

a

stock of Medallions is the best

new

AT THE

Sleigh

Better

Γο the Hon. Clakknck Hai.k, Judge of the District Court of the United States for the District
of Maine:
H J. MARBLE, of Bumfonl, In the
County of Oxford, and State of Maine, In
said District, respectfully represents that on
tho SOth day of Sept. last past, he was duly
Adjudged bankrupt under tho Acta uf Congress reluting to Bankruptcy; that he has duly surrendered all his property and rights of property,
and has fully complleu with all the requirements
of said Acts and of the orders of Court touching
his bankruptcy.
Wherefore he prays, That he may be decreed
by the Court to have a full discharge from all
debts provable against his estate under said
bankruptcy Acts, except such debts as are excepted by law from such discharge.
Dated this 21st day of Nov., A. D. 1905.
ALVA H J. MARBLE, Bankrupt.

11TBTLKFF * CO.

10 cents to $2.00 each.

I CAN SELL YOU A

Bankruptcy.

District

ever

frames.

A CAR LOAD OF
NEW SLEIGHS
NOW READY FOR
SALE.

Bankrupt's Petition for Discharge.

β

Α.

better Christmas present than

a

picture?

special

Office, South

»'·

Medallions.

Sleighs ! Women's

8 East Brooklinc Street, Boston, Mass.

at a low

always right.

Prices

styles and good values.
Step in and try them on.

BHrBTLEFF A CO.

only'at

two

In all the latest shapes, soft leather
gathered at top, and shaped ones with
clasps, blacks and browns, 35c. to $3.

Norway, Maine.

on

the right scent,
made from
flowers,
not
chemicals, and
come in bulk at 50 to
75 cents the ounce, and
in all sorts of Xtnas
packages, to be found

Also

HAND BAGS.

TRAY CLOTHS.

good

delight-

are

new.

good styles

doz.

1

Palmer's

sleds, nearly
Will be sold

la

few

Perfumes.

possess a
health value.

A

$1.50.

NAPKINS.

A. X>. PARK.

ers

ox

SHIRT WAISTS.

All linen, many qualities, pretty pat-

wrong, as perfumes made from flow-

Norway, known

Make excellent gifts and very useful
line of table linens
Good values in all colors. $Ι·75·
ones.
1.98, 3.35, and 3.98.

and towels.

ever,

In

SWEATERS.

LINENS.

ful extravagance, a luxury which they really
ought to do without.
This idea is, how-

Bankrupt.

strongest departments.

Is one of the

as new.

Open Saturday Evening.

good

[in
9

TOWELS.

DRESS GOODS.

Coats and Furs in pretty

A Nice Organ, and many small
articles. Call at my Auction Rooms.
No. 2 Western Avenue, afternoons.

Some

)

new

Many pretty auitinga in plain colore
and mixtures; good weight in blues,

OTBBR THINGS.

r

ONLY GUARANTEED CATARRH

j
J

hat pin will hold your hat sure, makes no
....
25c.
holes in the hat,

The

Beds, Bedding, Dishes, &c.

J. PENLEY,

In the matter of
ALVAII J. MARBLE,

as·

which I am selling at your own price.
I also have a large lot of Household Furniture,

j

j

The earlier ycu begin to select yours the better
Here are a few items to think about.

be in order.

soon

sort ment you will find.

hems, many patterns.

of

large

a

will

Of

MILLINERY

j

ia which to llv·.

HOLIDAY GIFTS

CONSEQUENCES.

SIN'S

Boni.

Burned at BrownfMd.

In Norway, Oct. 13, to the wife of Henry
SUMINNOCENT INDULGENCE OFTEN BRIN08
HELP
THREATENED.
VILLAGE
O'Keefe, a daughter.
In Norway, Not. 19, to the wife of Levi F.
F. A. SHURTLEFF Λ CO.
TBOUBLE.
MONED FROM PORTLAND.—LOSS OVER
Richardson, a non.
OFFEB MEANS OF ESCAPE.
EIGHT THOUSAND DOLLARS.
In Norway, Not. 18, to the wife of Robert Pat·
enon, a daughter.
The conséquences of violating physical
In AndoTer, Not to the »lfe of Frank Newlaw are often as unpleasant as the breakFire which broke oat about θ o'clock ton, a daughter.
WilIn Rumrord Fall·, Not. 38, to the wife of
ing of a moral rule. The innocent indulFriday evening at Brownfleld destroyed liam Cyr, a son.
gence of over-eating brings consequences
five buildings before it wai got under
that amount to real suffering.
Indigescontrol, ana for a while threatened more
tion is not natural; it is not light; it
Married.
serious damtfge. The Are originated in
Λ Co.
not
A.
Shurtleff
should
be. F.
the Pequawket House, it is supposed
offer a means of escape in Mi-o-na tab
from a defective chimney. No method
In Wale·, Not. M, by Ββτ. A. K. Baldwin, Dr. lets that is simple ana practical.
of fighting fire except with buckets and Delbert
M. Stewart of South Parle and M lu
These simple tablets are composed oi
ladders is available, and as the flames Louada M. Maxwell of Wale·.
In 8outh Pari·, Not. 28, by Rev. J. H. Lltt'e, such valuable medicinal agents as bisspread to other buildings so serious a Mr.
C1arenc« L. Richard eon of Qreenwood and muth subgallate, which is
superior to all
conflagration was threatened that a call Ml·· VlTla M. Swt't of Parle.
other remedies for stomach troubles,
was sent to Portland to help. An engine
In Pari·, Not. 29, by Rct. n. F. Nelwn, Mr
and hose wagon was sent by special train GroTer C. Tate· and M Us Bertha Blsbee, both ol cerium oxalate, and tonics and correctives which promote the action of the
from Portland, the 43 miles being made Greenwood.
In West Sumner, Not 38, by Charte· B. Ben
the whole
in 57 minutes. It took some time to get •on, Esq., Mr. Charle* Starblrd of Sumner and digestive organs, strengthen
digestive tract, and make It possible td
the engine set where water could be taken Mrs. Nellie Conant of Hartford.
In Mexico.NoT. 29, by Rot J. H. Fliber, Mr
eat what you like when you like.
from tne river, and before it was done
Wallace A. Harris and Ml·· Grace L. Kidder,
If you suffer with head aches, indiges
the fire was under control, after having both of Mexico.
dizziness,
In East Hiram, by ReT. H. H. Hoyt.Mr. Harry tion, flatulency, heart burn,
burned about four hours.
of Brownfleld and Ml·· Ella Clemon»
back-ache, or debility and
The buildings burned are the Pequaw- Buttcrfleld
of Hiram.
weakness, begin the use of Mi-o-na al
ket nouse, Reuben Linscott proprietor,
In Rumford Falls, Not. 80, by ReT. J. A
the house occupied by Irvine Linscott Barry, Mr. Santv dl Pucchlo of Berlin, Ν Η., once. Just one tablet out of a 50 cent
Rum ford Falls.
box before each meal, and you will reand owned by Albra Garland, and the md M le· Lucy Lavorgnaof
In Rumforu Fall·, Nov. 29, by Rct. J. A,
house and meat market of W. C. Rowe. Barry, Mr. Forrest Kinney of Wdlonvllle an l gain perfect health and strength.
Ask F. A. Shurtleff & Co. to show you
The fire was checked in Ur. Rowe's barn, Ml·· Mary Knauer.
In East Bethel, Not. SO. Mr. Walter Edson the guarantee under which they sell Mialthough the barn was badly damaged. Bartlett
and Mis· Grace Mills, both of Bethel.
o-na.
It costs nothing unies s it cures.
The total loss is over $8000, partially inIn Denmark, Not. 29, by ReT. William Wood,
Mr. Ellis F. Blake and Miss Suale Rowe, both ol The risk is all theirs.
sured.

A A M. Regular meeting of Oxford Lodge,
Monday morning, according to No.F 18,
In Masonic Hall, Friday Evening on or
Thanksgiving at Ueorge Â. Briggs'.
law, those parcels of real estate on which before full moon. Oxford Royal Arch Chapter,
No. 98. assembles Wednesday Evening, on or
George B. Bennett and family were the tax of 1904 was unpaid. It is a before
full moon. Oxford Council, H. À 8. M.,
here from Fairtield to spend Thanksgiv- pretty good record that were only two
Friday evening, after full moon. Oxford Lodge,
ing with bis mother, Mrs. J. R. Bennett. parcels in the sale, with a total tax of No. 1, Ark Mariners, Wednesday evening after
about We 00. One of the parcels was full moon.
Mrs. Lydia S. Rounds and Miss Susie
I. O. O. F.—Norway I.odgA.—Regular meetlnn
taken by the town, and the other was
In <Md Fallows' Hall, every Tuesday Evening.
L. Rounds spent Thanksgiving with Mrs.
bidden off by J. J. Emeley.
Wlldey Encampment, No. 21, me*te In Odd
Rounds' brother, Frank Haskell, at Au-

preaching

Buildings

9, for

Our Xmas goods wil 1
Come in and lee fo

Bargains.

IjUNT,
136 Main

St., Norway

Cold Weather is Here
AND SO ARE-OUR

$1.25

FURS IN PRICES FROM
"
41
COATS "

$1.25

UNDERFLANNELS

to
to

$23.00

$50.00
25c.

5c. to 12 i-3c.
OUTING FLANNEL
VARIETY.
GREAT
IN
FLANNELETTES
WOOL AND FLEECED HOSE FOR EVERYBODY.

Are You

Going to Have

a

New Qown?

If so look at our fine BROADCLOTH at $1.50, PANAMAS at $1 00 and $1.25, HENRIETTAS at $1.00 and
$t.i2, MOHAIRS, &c., &c , in all colors and with trim·
tilings in all the new and desirable styles.
Our stock is large and varied and
show

anything

one

we are

needs.

always pleased

to

Candy Saturdays with every cash purchase of $1.00

or over.

8. B. &. IS. PRINCE,
Norway,

Maine

BOMEKAKERS' COLUMN.

"ATHER^SON

Oemroondenoe oa loplee of tmereel tolà· Isdle
to aoficlted. Addre·· : Editor Hombmakjuu
finiom, Oxford Democrat. Part·. Mttnn.

Mother and daughter, old and young often

good, reliable family tonic remedy.
Complaints of stomach, liver and bowels
—especially constipation—are common

need

ΓΛ
^

I

in

Little Suppers.
Simple, well-cooked and well-served
refreshments are preferable at evening
sntertainments to ill-prepared and slovenly served elaborate menus. The following suggestions are offered for the
hostess who is on the lookout for aids:

a

even-

home at this time of the year.

No. 83*—Word Sqn«r«.
One who trains wild animale.

1.
2.
3.
4.
G.

DR. TRUE*
ELIXIR

Quick.
A city In Italy.
To puff up.
To repeat.
No.

MINUS.

Cold sliced tongue; graham bread;
lobster salad; lettuce sandwiches; nut
wafers; frozen custard; ooffee.
2. For the
chafing-dish: creamed
oysters on toasted crackers; orange, date
»nd fig salad ; coooaoutloaf cake; coffee.
3. Clam bouillon; wafers; chicken
salad in rolls; Neapolitan ice cream;
drop cakes; hot egg cider.
4. Individual chicken pies; surprise
rolls; sour pickles; currant-jelly sandwiches; fruit punch.
5. Squabs; buttered Parker House
rolls; stuffed eggs; pickles; cocoanut
cake; pop-corn balls; coffee.

838^-Two State·.

1.

well-known
should be taken promptly when you notice any of the*
irrita,
symptoms: Kurred tongue, variable appetite, disturbed sleep,
bihty, malaria, poor complexion, co.-tiveness.
a wonderwith
home
remedy
is
a
s
Klixir
lir. True
pure vegetable
it has been in use. Its
fully successful record. For three generations
bowels regular, the
laxative action keeps the stomach sweet, the
robust health. Uiven
lood pure, increases the appetite, and gives rugged
of coughs, colds, fever and worms.
is
a
it
preventative
regularly
Portland. Me.
Da. J. F. Tnr« « Co.
other· who are
I «hall tu future Know Just what to recommend to
or a
not fcellug well : stomach out of order. headache. |κχ>γ appetite,
oiiuhinatton of
bad cold. Your Elixir has helped me out of just tins
these
all
of
me
cured
us
It
tor
it.
bad teelines. I warn to tbaii~ you
troubles and destroyed the cold i had.
Mas. E. A. Skolkikld.
Yours

Eentle

M by

til Mm. Sic. Me,

DR. J. F. TRUE A CO., Auburn, Me.

ON

mi

one teaspoonful vanilla and one-fourth
teaspoonful lemon extract; add enough
flour to make a paste to roll very thin;

cut into circles; brush with egg;
with chopped nuts and bake
brown in quick oven.

PEELED PULPWOOD.
Spruce, Fir, Hemlock
ind Poplar delivered at

my station.

MAINE.

.VEST PARIS,

up stock

Chas. F. Ridlon,
Corner Main and Danforth Sts..

walked with a hoppy-go-fetch-it effect.
In a word, he was as ugly as a mud fence
that had been struck by lightning.

ter acd pepper; place spoonful whipped
384.-TraniposIltoM.
cream on top of each cup.
Teacups may
1. Oinit tlie tirst letter of a household be used instead of bouillon-cups.
for
carrying articles;
convenience
CHICKEN-SALAD BOLL8.
ami
transpose the remaiuing letters
Remove part of inside of Vienna rolls,
Ice.
on
used
make sometbiug
fill with chicken salad.
2. Omit the tirst letter of a short,
CHICKEN PIES.
remaiuludicrous play; trausposo the
small
cooked chicken into
Cut
der and have u family.
pieces and re-heat in a milk fricassee
3. Omit the first letter of a wareseasoned with butter,
sauce, highly
house; transpose the remaining letters pepper, salt and parsley; place in indimemand have repetition of words by
vidual dishes; cover with one-fourth
inch thick baking powder biscuit crust
ory.
and bake until a delicate brown. Serve
in small dishes.
No. 335.—Central Letter Change·.

NORWAY,

DeWITT'S

PORTLAND AND BOSTON LINE.
Fare

$1.80.

of this line leave
Franklin Wharf, Portland, and India

Superb

now

steamers

Wharf, Boston, daily (except Sunday)
7 p. u.

OKDKK OF NOTICE

at

All cargo, except'Live Stock, via the.
steamers of this Company, is insured
'
against tire and marine risk.
J. F. LISCOMB,
Agent,
Wharf, Portland, Me.

Franklin

I

CALVIN AUSTIN, Vice President
and General Manager, Boston, Mass.

Tenney,

Dr. Austin

District of Maine, se.
On this 1-th day of Nov A. D. l'J06, on reading the foregoing petition. It Is—
Ordered by the Court, That a hearing be had
A. D.
upon the same on the ^th dav of Dec.,
U«i5, before said Court at Portland, In said District, at 10 o'clock in the forenoon; and that notice thereo' be published In the Oxford Democrat, a newspaper printed In said District, and
that all known creditors, and other persons In
Interest, may appear at tbe said time and place,
ami show cause. If any they have, why the
prayer of said petitioner should not be granted.
Aud It It further ordered by tbe Court, That
the Clerk shall send by mall to all known creditors copies of said petition and this order, addressed to them at their places of residence at
stated.
witness the Hun. Clarence Hale, Judge
of the said Court, and tne seal thereof, at Portland, In said District, on the 18th day of Nov.,
A. D. 1906.
JAMES E. HEWEY, Clerk.
fL. β.]
A true copy of peUtlon and order thereon.
Attest: .JAMKS E. HEWEY, Clerk.

Oculist,

will be at Elm House,
Tuesday, Aug. 1st, and ι st
of each following month.

hours,

:3ο A. m. to 4
Eyes Examined free.
ίο

E. W.

Norway,
Tuesday I

I will furnish DOORS ami WINDOWS of any
Size or Style at reasonable prices.

Picture Frames
and Pictures,

Also Window di Door Frames,
If In want of any kind of Finish for Inside 01
Pine Lum
Outside work, send In your orders
ber and Sblngles on hand Cheap for Cash.

Planing, Sawing and Job Work,

Mats, Mirrors
&

Matched Hard Wood Floor Boar la for sale.

E.

Grade Portrait Work
in Crayon, Water color,

High

a

SOUTH

Main,

Freeh meats of all kinds
hand.

Satisfaction Guaranteed.

Nichols St..

CHANDLER,

Meat Market.

specialty.

L. M. TUFTS,

W.

*«t Sntnnet

Mouldings

Sepia and Oil

CHANDLER,

Builders' Finish !

Office

p. m.

THEREOV.

"Where
Why,
reckon. We were married, you know, I
an easy time get-1
have
such
but I did not
ting him. There were lots of other girls I

after

him."—Washington

Star.

constantly

and Thursday morning.
Αία shipping live stock every week,
PARIS.
and paying full market price.
noon

FOIITSHOîŒrHCAR

T. Tliayer,

MARKET SQUARE,

CoJdsi Provosts Γ

SOUTH PARIS.

large, new buildings and new
equipment throughout, revised courses
it
PLEASE SEND YOUR CATALOGUE of study and increased teaching force,
FILL

With

OUT. CUT OFF AND MAIL TO US.

has the beet facilities in the world for

GIVING FULL INFORMATION

young

men

and

women.

Never has there been such a demand
for young people who bave a thorough
training for business. More than 30 ap-

To

plications a month are received for Bliss
Street, graduates.
Full information together
with an illustrated catalogue will be sent
A call at the school will
City or town, upon request. of its
convince jou
superiority. FALL
State.

TERM OPENS SEPTEM BER 18.
BLISS COLLEGE, Lewston, Me.

WOOD ASHES FOR SALE
In any
CAR

quantity desired.

LOAD

LOTS

A

SPECIALTY.

For Price and Particular· address,

SIMON STAHL,
ALSO DEALER IN COAL AND WOOD.
ΤJTIV

A.wm <*«>■** TK A. "TVC.

CASTORIA NrWliaillite

Bears th·

TbKMYNlmJUaijtlNikt ""Τ"

ivr

No. 888.—Charade.
But my two serves all life through.
Three ami four set forth so clearly,
They present a picture true,
While the wondrous art my whol·.
Ever gives us beauties new.

330.—Addition·.
1. Add Ρ to Illumination and get to
No.

pledge.

2. Add D to a chest or coffer and
muke opaque.
3. Add C to a dance and make au
osier fishing basket.
4. Add R to yes and make a fish.
5. Add Ρ to part of a whip and make

tt

COBN BALLS.
The soothing spray of Ely's Liquid
and only take the kernels Cream Balm, used in an atomizer, is an
which are all popped out; make a syrup unspeakable relief to sufferers from
of the following: One cupful granulated Catarrh. Some of them describe it as a
sugar, two cupfuls molasses, butter the Godsend, and no wonder. The thick,
size of a walnut, tablespoonful vinegar; foul discharge is dislodged and the
boil without stirring until it spins a patient breathes freely, perhaps for the
thread and then pour over the corn, first time in weeks. Liquid Cream Balm
forming into balls before it cools; lay on contains all the healing, purifying elebuttered dish.
ments of the solid form, and it never
fails to cure. Sold by all druggists for
corn

PARKER HOUSE ROLLS.

of water.
0. Add L to any aud have solitary.
T. Add M to anxious and have thin.

One compressed yeast cake, one teaspoonful salt, one tablespoonful sugar;
two tablespoonfuls melted batter, two
cupfuls milk; scald the milk, add the
the
sugar and salt and when cold add
H la Erenlif Thoaght.
yeast cake; add two cupfule of flour and
A "new thought" mother who lives
the melted butter and set where it will
In Lake\vood, Ν. J., was putting her
keep warm; when full of bubbles add
pm-oclous small boy to bed and giving two cupfuls of flour and knead thoroughhim his evening thought.
ly; cut into small cake-shaped rolls, but"Now, you must remember, Charlie, ter and fold over; bake in quick oven.
that all Is love and harmony; all is
NUT SANDWICHES.
love and harmony; that you are filled
Grated almonds or walnuts with other
with harmony and must be happy."
nuts can be made into delicious sand"Mamma." said the boy sleepily, wiches. Use a tiny pinch of salt or
"how can I be filled with hominy when celery salt, or a little chopped pickle for
For sweet sandwiches it will
we dlun't have any hominy for sup- savories.
be found that ground almonds blend well
per?"
with grated chocolate, or with sugar and
a little lemon-juice.
Chopped dates
Key to tk· Puiler.
combine well with walnuts and cocoaNo. 322.—Some Ices: 1. M-ice. 2.
nut, and raisins are good with any kind
It-ice. 8. Dev-lce. 4. Ent-lce. 5. V-ice. of nut.—New Idea.

β. Adv ice. 7. D-ice.
No. 323.—Enigma: A diver's suit
No. 324.—Diamond: 1. Q. 2. Nod.

75 cents, including spraying tube, or
mailed by Ely Bros., 56 Warren Street,
New York.
"Now, Mickey," said the teacher, "tell
what you know of Nelson, the great

me

fighting

sailor?"

"You're mixed, mum," promptly
sponded Mickey. "Sharkey is de fighting sailor. Nelson wuz formerly a
re-

blacksmith"
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possible
for rolling out the
too, glass rollers may
Nowadays,
paste.
be purchased, which are better than

a

6

No. 821).—What Articles: Spool.

Blot-

ter.

No. 330.—Uiddleineree: Atmosphere.
Double Beheadings and
No. 331.
Curtailings: 1. De-rlsl-ve, iris. 2. Co·
aies-c<\ seal. 3. Fl-exlb-le, ibex.
—

Beautifying methods that injure the
Be
ekin and health are dangerous.
beautiful without discomfort by taking
Hollister's Rocky Mountain Tea. Sunshiny faces follow it· use. 35 oente. F.
A. Shurtieff Λ Co.; Orin Stevens.

the wooden ones.

"Are you ready?" asked Mr. Crane.
"Yes," answered Mr. Frog.
"Cv>!" cried Mr. Crane, and away

both went into the water.
Crane strode boldly in and went

through the water with long steps, rapIdly leaving the share behind.
Into the water also went Mr. Frog
with a big splash.

When Mr. Crane had gone some distance he stopped and looked around to
see where Mr. Frog was, but that
wary creature was not in sight.
"Well, I guess I've left him far behind," said Mr. Crane, with a laugh.
"I shall Just wait here for him to catch

up."

60 he waited and waited, and no sign
of Mr. Frcg
But presently he heard a voice calling to him, and when be looked over at
the other side of the pond who should

came

Mr. Crane see but Mr. Frog.
Mr. Frog had swum all the way under the surface of the water!
"I told you I would get here first,"
laughed the frog.—Atlanta Constitution.

To Keep Frem Growing Old.
A swindling firm once advertised that
it would send for the sum of 2s. 6d. a
recipe which, If followed to the letter,
would keep folks from growing old.
Some credulous persons answered the
advertisement, remitting the required
fee. and received the following reply:
"vVe would advise all such idiots as
you to commit suicide at about the
age of twenty-five."—London Tit-Bits.
Generous.

"See here," said the client, "you've
charged me so much for handling this
suit that I'll have to put a mortgage
on my farm. Can't you help me out a
little?"
"1 guess I

Twfhjifji

araily remedy of merit

and Children—Experience against Experiment.

What is CASTORIA

Castoria is a harmless substitute for Castor Oil, Paregoric, Drops and Soothing Syrups. It is Pleasant. It
contains neither Opium, Morphine nor other Narcotic
substance. Its age is its guarantee. It destroys Worms
and allays Feverishness. It cures Diarrhoea and Wind
Colic· It relieves Teething Troubles, cures Constipation
and Flatulency. It assimilates the Food, regulates tiie
Stomach and Bowels, giving healthy and natural sleep.
The Children's Panacea—The Mother's Friend.

GENUINE

CASTORIA
Bears the

ALWAYS

Signature of

IDDISON E. HERRICK, Judge of said Court.
A true copy—attest :
A LRKRT D. PARK. Renter
I
PROBATE

NOTICES.

The Kind Yob Hare Always Bought

Γο all persons Interested In either of the Estates
hereinafter named :
At a Probate Court, held at Paris, in and
'or the County of Oxford, on the third Tuesday of
«όν., in the year of our Lord one thousard
line hundred and Ave. The following matter
navlng been presented for the action thereupon
lereinafter Indicated. U is hereby ORDERED :
That notice thereof be given to all personn in·
«rested, by causing a copy of this order to be
oubllshed three weeks successively in the Oxiord Democrat, a newspaper published at South
Pari», in said County, that they may api>ear at a
Probate Court to be held at said Paris, on the
.hlrd Tuesday of December, A. D. 1905, at 9
jf the clock in the forenoon, and be heard there
in if they see cause.
NANCY L MARSHALL, late of Norway, de·
jeased; will and petition for probate ihoreof
presented by Clara A. Snow, the executrix therein named.
LUCRETIA MELLEN, late of Paris, de:eased; will and petition for probate thereof
by Mary I Mellen, the executor there-

In Use For Over 30 Years.
Thk

ecNTAun eosMNii τ» Murray strict, new tons city.

If you

presented
in named.

only

knew how

good,

durable, how satisfactory

now

Paroid Roofing
knew how

BENJAMIN S. DOE, late of Parle, deceased ;
petition for order of distribution died by Kate
•I. Doe, administratrix.
FRANCETTA FLETCHER, of Sumner; final
account present for allowance by James 8.
Wright, guardian.
GEORGE P. WHITNEY, late of Oxford, deceased; final account presented for allowance;
also petition for order of distribution, by Walter
L. Gray, administrator.
ALVIN M. RYERSON, late of Paris, deceased ;
final account presented for allowance by Maria
M. Kyerson, administratrix.

easily it can be
really is; if you only
put on and how long it lasts; if you only knew
what a good all-round roof it is, you would save
on the place.
money by using it for every building
Weather proof, wear proof, contains no tar, slate color,
to you what the
any one can lay it. Let us prove
genuine I'uroid lloofing will do.
Send for Free Sample

NELLIE E. DbCOSTA, late of Bucklleld, deceased ; petition that Fred W. Record or some
other suitable pen on be appointed administrator.

Tt will
on
"Building Economy."
Get the
money. Don t take α cheap imitation.
the roof that lasts. A complete roofing

save

and book

FREEMAN C-MERRILL, late of Paris, deceased ; petition lor license 14 sell and convey
real estate, also petition for allowance out of
by Matilda J. Merrill,
personal estate
widow and administratrix

presented

you

genuine—

kit in every rolL

HANNAH M. G LINES, late of Canton, deceased ; petition for determination of collateral
Inheritance tax presented by Henry E. Coolidge,
executor.

M.'GLINES,

HANNAH

late of Canton,

de-

ceased; first and final account presented for allowance by Henry E. Coolidge, executor.
ELIZA A.STARBIRD, late of Norway, deceased ; first account presented for allowance by
Fred II. Stevens, trustee.
ADDISON E. HKRRICK, Judge of said Court.
\ true copy—Attent:
ALBERT D. PARK, Register.
NOTICE.
The subscriber hereby gives notice that he
has been duly appotnted administrator of the
estate of
FRANCETTA FLETCHER, late of Sumner,
in the County of Oxford, deceased, and given
All persons having
bonds as the law directs.
demands against the estate of said deceased arc
desired to present the samo for settlement, and
all indebted thereto arc requested to make payment Immediately.
ALTON C. WHEELER.
Nov.21st, 1906.

DECORATE.

inch a king.
Handsomest Stallion in Maine. Every
owned by
behind, 10 hand», weighs 11(10 pounds,
WM. J. WI1EELEK, South Paris, Me.

Black Htallion, white aukleii

JOHN B. ROBINSO.V, Oxford, Me.

"The Handsomest Horse in
Sired by Dake Devil, 2.0fl, by Mamukixo King,
of Lord March, 2.111-2; Diamond
Jewel
(Dam
Jewkl.
Dam
I the World."
right hind ankle
The subscriber hereby gives notice that he
2.19 1-2; l'oint Dexter, 2.21 1-2;) Bay mare, large snip,
1*29.
has been duly appointed executor of the last King, (p)
Bred at Village Farm. Sired by Almont Jk.,
1880.
June
Foaled
8,
white.
will and testament of
2.14 1-4; Globe, 2.14 :i 4;
Sire of Bell Hamlin, 2.12 3-4; Wardwell,
SUSAN K. LIBBY, late of Paris,
ι Record 2.20.
2.10 1-4; And 40 others
In the County of Oxford, deceased. All persona
2.15 1-4; Wardwell, (p) 2.16 1-4; Architect, (p)
Α Π en I flood Thin v.
of said de- JOrvid, (p)
having demands against the estate
2.30.
in
settlefor
samo
the
Mrs. Newbryde—I got some hams ceased are desired to present
J. WHEELER, SOUTH
ment, and all Indebted thereto arc requested to
DECORATE WILL STAND AT STABLE OF W.
here lust month that my husband liked make payment lmmediately.
WARRANT.
TO
ALBION L. COLE.
Nov. 21st, 1906.
PARIS, MAINE. TERMS : «25
any more of the
much. Have

can." replied the enterprising lawyer. "Tell you what I'll
I'll <'.:·:·.·.ν up the mortgage at half
do
rate*."—Philadelphia Bulletin.

NOTICE.

you
kind? The Grocer—Yes'm : got
NOTICE.
from the same pig.
left
about a dozen
The subscriber hereby gives notice that ht
Mrs. Xe^bryde—Oh, that's nice! Qive has been duly appointed administrator of the
estate of
uie six of them!—Cleveland Leader.
MARY C. CORBETT, late of Hartford,
In the County of Oxford, deceased, and given
lionds as the law directs. All persons having
been
Keys of bronze and Iron have
demands against the estate of said deceased arc
found in Greece and Italy dating from dc3lred to present the same for settlement, and
very

same

all indebted thereto
ment immediately.
Nov. 21st, 1906.

are

requested

to make pay*

JOHN S. HARLOW.

J. WALDO

NASH,

Connection.

NORWAY.

DIRECT.

KlorMa
Dam of Chlmeeforlno (4), 2.28 1-4, elre of
Cblmee (p), 2.16 1-4, an<l 2 others In 2.3υ.

Dam of lteelduary
2.20 1-4.

Licensed Taxidermist,
Telephone

COUNT

Foaled June i'»,
white.
Black colt, large stripe, front ankles white, hind legs
Farm.
11902. Bred at Village
Sired by Dikect Hai., 2.04 1-4.
by Mambrino King, 1271*
I Dam, The Countess,
2d dam, Toilet,

MASONIO BLOCK,

Legatee, 2.311-2; Geyser Boy,

Mermaid,
[3d dam,
Slater of La Oecaletta,

2.29 8-4: grandam of
2.27 1-2; <iam of Almont

by Almont, Jr.,
by

1829.

Dictator, 113.

Lucretla, 2.2»); Blaine,
Dictator, sire of 1.
WILL STAND AT W. J. WHEELER'S

TERMS: #25 TO WARRANT.

STABLE, SOUTH PARIS, MK.
ALL MARES AT OWNERS' RISK.

U

There's One Range
That's Always Good

Glenwood

remarked the ex-bachelor,
tongue reminds me of the

Rich, light pastry must be quickly
COLDS AND CONSTIPAmade and quickly baked; if allowed to COUGHS,
TION.
stand long before putting in the oven it
Few people realize when taking cough
becomes heavy.
To make puff paste, take half a pound medicines other than Foley's Honey and
of butter and half a pound of flour and Tar, that they contain opiates which are
work the flour into a smooth paste with constipating besides being unsafe, parFoley's Honey
a quarter of a pint of water, mixing with ticularly for children.
Koll out to an inch thickness, and Tar contains no opiates, is safe and
a knife.
break two ounces of butter into small sure and will not constipate. F. A.
pieces, lay on the paste, sifting some Shurtleff & Co.
flour over, fold the paste, roll out again,
A woman does not make a fool of a
yon
Tou (five us your measurements
usiug another two ounces of butter with
it out into pub- •elect the goods from samples we send
flour as before, repeating twice more man. She merely brings
the
/
fit
view.
to
lic
you—guarantee
you—we
guarantee
until butter is all used.
llnished suit to pirate you prrfatly. If H
Flour both rolling pin and board to
REFORM
take
We
THE
FROM
back.
REPORT
doesn't—you get j/our money
prevent sticking, and be sure the oven
all the risk. Write for the samples.
SCHOOL.
the pastry in,
hot before
is
thor·

t#

44

NIakes Cooking Easy

Your Old Range taken, in- Exchange*
I. W.

SHAW, BUCKFIELD.

—

patting

quite

It is wise
a brisk oven being essential.
in a small piece of paste to test
Tess—Mr. Dumley's just the meanest to pat
or thirty minHe told me last evening he'd teach the beat. Aboat twenty
man.
utes is the average time, accordiog to
me how to whistle if I'd pucker up my
the thickness of the paste.
lips—
An economical pastry is made by rubJess—Ο ! that old scheme I Then he
bing half a pound of batter lightly Into
kiaseu you, eh?
and a quarter of flour. Mix
Tess—No, the stupid thing! He didn't a poundwith water
and roll two or three
smooth
kiss me at all.
timee. If ased for fralt tarts mix in two
A kidney or bladder trouble can al- tablespoonfuls of finely sifted sagar before addiug the water.
ways be cured by using Foley's Kidney
Kidney Cure in time. F. A. Shurtieff ά
Or allow six ounces of clarified dripCo.
to one pound of floor, and mix with
as above.
all a pint of water,
"It's really distressing to think," said
Or five ounces of finely chopped saet
the wealthy Mr. Farrasy, "that many
mixed with one pound of fioar may be
very common and ignorant people will blended into a smooth paste with half a
be admitted to heaven."
New Tork Evening
pint of water.
"Well," replied Mr. Cutting, "that Journal.
need not worry you."

Eing

treating

—

J. O. Oluok, superintendent, Pruntytown, W. Va., writes: "After trying all
other advertised cough medicines we
have decided to use Foley's Honey and
Tar exclusively in the West Virginia
Reform School. I find it the moat effective and absolutely harmless." F.
A. Shurtleff ά Co.
"Was it a

happy marriage?"

We want you to realize one thing—
oughly. It Is utterly impo»*ible for any one
to make a »utlnfuciury suit for lr«« money.
Many nre advertised, but they are not
good enough for us to sell. Tou may rely
upon it as an Indisputable fact that no
home in America is making as good a suit
as we offer here for leu than one-third
mort money.
Oar Catalovae

(It's free) shows many
Give· you the correct New
Write for this catalogue.
Learn what New York 1· wear In*.
It contains
other models.
York Styles.

PROBATE NOTICES.
Interested In either of the estates
hereinafter named :
Probate
Court, held at Rumford, In anil
At a
for the County of Oxford, on the second Tuesday
of Not., In the year of our Lord one thousand
nine hundred and Ave. the following matter
having been presented for the action thereupon
hereinafter Indicated, It Is hereby Obdiud :

To all persons

depends

on

everything

That notice thereof be given to all persons Ina copy of this order to be
successively In the Oxnewspaper published at Southa
Paris, In said County, that they may appear at
Probate Court to t>e held at Pari·, on the
third Tuesday of Dec., A. D. 1906, at nine of the
clock In the forenoon, and be beard thereon If
they see cauae :

terested, by causing

interested In sarins money,
It places the New York
this catalogue.
Market at your disposal, the pleasure of
New York Stylos, Macy's Prices—all are
yours 1or the a*kinç. Write us α postaltoday—«kmc—asking for our catalogue.

Christmas Gifts Catalogue is
ready for mailing and will be sent
Instead of racking
on request.

Our
now

free
your brains in the selection of a suitable Christmas Gift, write a postal
Concard NOW for our Catalogue.
tains thousands of suggestions, illustrated, with prices, of suitable holiday

gifts for
FRKE·

ir.«* woman or child.

IT'S

AUrass Roeaa Ml

R. H. MACY I* CO.
JtEW YORK

QUAKER RANGE

published three weeks
ford Democrat, a

bow you look at it.
KLUORA JACKSON, late of Peru, deceased;
to make her happy
petition that Ansel O. Staples or some other
suitable person be appointed administrator, prehusbaod."
her
except
500 Pages of New York fashions for fal sented by Fannie Delano, daughter and heir at
Cloaks, Suits, Furs, Skirts, Shirtwaists, law.
Hollister's Rocky Mountain Tea Is everything needed for men's or women's
DAISY ΕORTIER, of Rumford; petition that
simply liquid electricity. It goes to wear or in the home. A General Encyclo- her name be changed to Dalay Kmery, presented
new
every part of yonr body, bringing
pedia of the Largest Dry Good· and by said D*lay Portier.
blood, strength and new vigor. It Department Store under one roof in
ADDISON E. HERRICK,
makes you well and keeps you well. 35 this entire country.
Judge of said Court.
and
in
knowing
are
interested
If
A.
ShurtF.
A
you
true
Tablets.
or
Tea
cents.
oopy—Attest:—
ALBERT D. PARK, Register.
having the ndvance New York Styles, if
leff Λ Co. ; Orin Stevens.
%
write us for
"It

She has

Practical Hints.
Clear thinking, decisive aotion, vim
Unsafe. Attorney for Defence—One
For the Complexion.—Oranges eaten more
and rigor of body and mind, the sparkle
question, Mr. Plunkett. Have yon
a
have
wonderfully
use
breakfast
all
who
Hollister'a
to
before
comes
of life,
or
any prejudice in this case, one way
and
the
on
35
or
effect
oents.
Tea
Tea.
oomplexion,
Mountain
beatifying
Rocky
the other?
Tablets. F. ▲. Shurtieff Λ Co.; Orin can do no harm if eaten in moderation.
Talesman—No sir.
Stevens.
Attorney—If yon should be aooepted
Hot Water Drinkers.—If yon need to
as a juror do yon think you oonld render
to
one
from
it
that
to
the
water
hot
mean
jag
drink
Biffkins—Do you
ponr
say
with the law and
another a few time·. This will aerate it, a verdict in accordance
suit you have on was made to order?
and remove the fiat, insipid taate so ob- the evidence?
Miffkins—Sure thing.
Talesman—I think I could.
Biffkins—Who for?
jectionable to most people.
Attorney (after whispered conference
Care for Influenza.—It is not generally with his ollent)—Your honor, we'll exDon't be imposed upon by taking substitutes offered for Foley's Honey and known that equal parti of new milk and cuse Mr. Plnnkett.
lime water constitutes one of the best
Tar. F. ▲. Shurtieff A Co.
A TIMELY TOPIC.
cure· for influenza (surpassing wbiskey,
dumb
She—How did the deaf and
At this season of coughs and oolds it is
which is so mach ased), and in oasai
wedding come on?
where there is fever the white of a raw well to know that Foley's Honey and
the patient, Tar is the greatest throat and lung
He—Very quietly.
egg will not only strengthen
the pain. Do not give remedy. It cures quiokly and prevent·
soothe
will
bat
Foley's Honey and Tar positively cures the yolk, as that woald increase the serious results from a oold. F. A. Shurtall throat and long diseases. Refuse
j leff * Co,
fever.
V. Âiroutoft Λ 0ο.
saWtttotM.

Bitters.

lret and final account presented for allowance
>y George E. Davis, executor.
FRANK P. GOODWIN, late of Hiram, debased ; petition for an allowance out of personal
istate presented by Eliza M. Goodwin, widow.

"How did a man as bashful as he is
get up the nerve to pop the question?" "He didn't, but she saw his embarrassment in asking, and told him that

"Yes,"

upon "L. F." AtAn old established

depend

can

eonal supervision since its infancy.

Allow no one todeceive you in this.
▲11 Counterfeits, Imitations and "Just-as-good" aro but
Experiments that trifle with and endanger the health of

bey see cause.
JOSEPH CILLEY, late of Porter, deceased;

ever

"and her
thorn."

too late.

You
wood's

ImAfyf, '4UCA4A6

hereupon

after one dose and I feel that it saved the
life of my boy." Refuse substitutes. F.
A. Shurtleff & Co.

rose."

Gratefully yours,
MRS. MELISSA MERCHANT,
Hall Quarry, Mt. Desert, Me.
Don't neglect your digestion until it

Ordered :
That notice thereof be given to all persons In
erceted by causing a copy of this order to In
lubllshed three weeks soccesslvelv In the Ox
ord Democrat, a newspaper published at Sont»
'arts, In said County, that they may appear at 1.
'rebate Court to l»e held at Fryeburg. on the
irht Tuesday of Dec A. D. 1906, at 9 of the
lock In the forenoon, and be heard thereon 11

BOY'S LIFE SAVED FROM MEMBRANOUS CROUP.
the seventh century before
C. W. Lynch, a prominent citizen of at least
Winchester, Ind., writes: "My little boy Christ.
had a severe attack of membranous
croup, and only got relief after taking
Foley's Honey and Tar. He got relief

erable to a board

s

The Kind Ton Have Always Bought» and which has been,
in use for over 30 years» has borne the signature of
and has been made under hi» per-

PROBATE NOTICES.

—

■

was troubled with heart
and could find no relief until a
xiend advised him to take your "L.
Atwood's Bitters.
Since taking it he is entirely cured.

Mr. Crane,

Pastry Pointers.
The chief things to observe in pro- would answer."
Rills. 4. Nodding. 5. Goldenrod. 0. ducing good pastry are that all the
utensils should be clean and free from
Stoning. 7. Birds. 8. Son. Θ. D.
Important to Mather·.
Letters Prefixed: Aunt duet, that the flour should be perfectly
No. 325.
and of the best quality possible, and Examine carefully erery bottl· of CASTORIA,
rauut, gaunt, taunt, daunt, haunt, dry
the butter, lard or dripping perfectly a aafe and rare remedy for infants and children,
flaunt.
and lee that It
fresh.
No. 826.—Word 8quare: 1. Home. 2.
Finely chopped suet is a very economi4.
Else.
Mars.
of
kind
3.
this
Oral.
cal substitute for butter, but
No. 327.—Kitchen Utensils: 1. Fork. pastry should always be served hot.
When mixing the paste, add the water Ια Va· For Over 80 Year»,
2. Flat-iron. 8. Sauce-pan.
gradually, working it together with a
The Kind Tea Bava Always Bought.
No. 828.—Greek Cross:
wooden spoon and kneading until quite
and
a
touch
hand
A
cool
9
8
1
smooth.
light
"A pretty woman's lips," remarked
II·
are very eesenlial to insure good pastry,
me of a
a marble slab is pref- the aentimental youth, "remind
while if
8.

1904.

'ο &1I persons Interested In either of the ecUiehereinafter named :
In
At a Probate Court, held at Romford,
nd for the County of Oxford, on the second
one
Lord
our
'uesday of Nov., In the year of
honeand nine hundred and five. The follow·
for the actlor
ng matter having been presented
hereinafter Indicated, U la hereb'

POP

Pop

January 6,

My husband

with a laugh.
"Well, we'll have a race," declared
Mr. Frog, "and the first to get on the

I they
Mr.
and I

Her Manager—Oh, don't make a fuss
Boil eggs for twenty-five minutes; re- about a little thing like that.
move sbells; cut in two; take out yolks
The Actress—But the handbag also
and season with pepper, salt, butter and contained $2.
a little minced parsley; refill the white
Her Manager—Great Scott! I'll telecavity and press the two halves together. phone for a detective at once.

puddle

on

Corned beef and salt pork a specialty.
Fresh fish arrives every Monday after-

you." declared Mr. Frog.
"No you can't," replied

Be Heeded

turn

bo

Miss Ethel Barrrmore, at a dinner in

8Tl'FFEI> EGOS.

My one Is always hostile.

a

that when Le one day met the crane
that long legged bird was not surprised
to receive a challenge.
"I can get across that pond before

Warning That Should

s

Dear Sirs:—

conversa-1

Cuine

Portland Division.

knows what a fondness
Sir. Frog has for engaging In contesta
of all kinds witli his fellow creatures,

Everybody

|

Cares Piles Permanently

Company.!

lut It Is

with him. I have often heard of I
writers. He was a descripinscriptive
•ΊΊ.ΙI WAIT FOB HIM."
tive talker. He could take you from I
laughter to tears, from the sublime to other side of the pond shall marry the
I
the ridiculous. His charming personality
was such that it served as a mystic mask miller's daughter."
for his physical ugliness and deformity,
"I shall win withuut trouble," cried
ind through the maze of his
Mr. Crane, who was thinking how far
tion his ugliness disappeared and be I
Ills long leg*.
j he could stride with
really appeared beautiful to me.
Mr. Frog.
said
shall
"We
I
see,"
is
he
now?
is he
home,

Samuel Richards,

Eastern Steamship

In Early Form of Dyspepsia

WON

klong

SALVE

IMtASK

THE FROG
THE RACE

j

You See the Difference

W. SMITH, of ttuuiford Full·». In the
Count.- of Oxtonl, and Stale of Maine,
In said District, respectfully represent* that
on the .>6th day of August, last paet, he was
of
duly adjudiTC'I bankrupt under the Acte
Congress relating to bankruptcy; that he has
duly surrendered all his property and rights
of property, and has fully com ρ led with all the
requirement* of said Acts aud of the orders of
Court touching his bankruptcy.
Wherelore he prays. That he may be decreed
by the Court to hare a full discharge from all
debts provable against his estate under said
Itankruptcy Acts, except such debts as are
excepted bv law from such discharge.
Dated this 33rd day of Oct., A. I>. 19D5.
PRANK W. SMITH, Bankrupt.

HOW

I

8UKPKI8E BOLL.
Denver, described a very beautiful
I
Roll cooked chicken, frankfurters or very poor English girl.
an American millionaire will
"Perhaps
bake.
and
MAINE.
crust
A
to
U
in
biscuit
change
am
insane;
I
sausages
"I sinTORIC
marry her some day," she said.
ORDINARY
And oft 1 soil the avenue.
Serve either hot or cold as preferred.
hope so. She is 25 now. But at
cerely
LENS.
LENS.
CUBBANT JELLY SANDWICHES.
least if she doesn't get any proposals,
I am a peak; change L to S
I
And power to poison I possess.
Spread long and narrow saltlnes with she is extremely popular.
"A rich heiress of rather forbidding
thick currant jelly and place together.
I am reserved; change H to L
was talking to her one day.
aspect
And now in cunning I excel.
FBUIT PUNCH.
"
The deeper curvature of the Toric
WITCH HAZEL
*1 had five offers of marriage last
it
of
canned
each
One
pineapple, week,' the heiress said complacently.
Lens makes it possible to adjust
quart
No. 330.—Arlthinograph.
"
red raspberry, sour cherry juice, added
'You are more fortunate than I,' remuch closer to the eye ; this position
letters.
eleven
of
one pint turned the
add
to
a
Composed
strong lemonade;
pretty girl. Ί only get declaa
much
to
unite
both
form
tnd
give
black tea and crushed ice; when rations of love.' "
7, U, 4 is to miss.
10,
strong
larger field of vision than the ordiserving fill glasses one-fourth with the
8. 2, 5 is a domestic animal.
than orA THOUSAND DOLLAR'S WORTH
best brand of ginger ale.
TBS ORIGINAL.
nary lens Toiics cost more
1, 1U, 11 is what birds do.
OF GOOD.
lenses, but then, they are
name.
a
is
11
Jinary
HOT
EGO
CIDEB.
girl's
3,
8,
10,
A WeD Known Cure for POes. worth more. If you want the latest G.
a well kuown coal
H.
A.
Thurnes,
one
5 is a prououu.
with
Beat one egg for each guest
of Buffalo, 0., writes, "I have
The whole Is a word containing tht tablespoonful sugar; pour hot sweet operator
Cures obstinate sores, chapped hands, to and best lenses see me about Tories.
been afflicted with kidney and bladder
sema. skla diseases. Makes burns and scalds
six vowels, a, e, 1, o, u, y, in consecu- cider over, beating constantly; serve in
trouble for years, passing gravel or
not improve the quality
We
could
with
straws.
tall
glasses
painless.
tive order.
stones with excruciating pain. I got no
If paid double the price. The best salve
eqUABS.
relief from medicines until I began takthat experience oaa produce or that money
No. 3.'!T.—Problem.
Clean squab»; wipe with damp cloth; ing Foley's Kidney Cure, then the result
GRADUATE OPTICIAN,
can buy.
are
By town, Trytown and Dytown
steam until tender; dredge with salt and was surprising. A few doses started the
SOUTH PARIS.
in α straight line, the first and last pepper, putting on hot plate when ready brick dust like fine stones and now I
have no pain across my kidneys and I
being ten miles upart. Oue day a bal- to serve. Do not disjoint.
DeWltt's la the original and only pure and
feel like a new man. It has done me a
loon ascended from Trytown and after
Bankrupt's Petition for Discharge.
SABDINE SANDWICHES.
Witch Hazel Salve made. Look for
$1000 worth of good." F. A. Sburtleff
a time reached a point where Trytown
of
)
cut bread and lay a A Co.
name De WITT on every bo*. All othen In the matter
ΚΚΛΝΚ W. SMITH.
[ In Bankruptcy. was equally distant from Bytown, the Spread thinly
each
sardine
•re counterfeit. rairAjtio *r
slice;
upon
picked-up
Bankrupt,
Cause for Alarm. The Actress—Dear
balloon und Dytown. How far up was sprinkle lemon-juice over just before
To the Hon. Cl*kenck Hale, Judge of the DinS. & DeWITT A CO.. CHICAOO).
me! I have lost the handbag containing
trlct Court of the l:nlte<i States for the District the balloon?
serving.
of Maine:
Sold by r. A. Shurtlcff Λ Co.;
all my diamonds. What shall I do?
1 am a scout; change Ρ to Κ
And coun ts o'er my azure play.

•*v

"Heart Burn"

An Animal Story For
Little PolKs

"Several months later I was introduced
to Mr. Blank at a social function, and
clams
I
Scrub twenty-four
very clean, had along conversation with him.
cover with water and boil until clam- :ould have listened to him until day-1
strain
repre- shells open; remove the clams;
light. He was so affable and interesting
liquor free from sediment; reduce to »nd smart—whew! He could talk on any !
butadd
hot
with
water;
right strength
topic under the sun and carry you right I

No.

Ε. H. PIKE,

to close out odd patterns and clean

Two of the United States are
sented in the pictures.

sprinkle
a light

Washing-1

BOUILLION.

CLAM

—

Carpets

Wool

Beat to a cream one cupful butter and
two cupfuls sugar; then add three eggs,
yolks and whites beaten separately; then

Wanted.

A LOW PRICE
—

JUMBLES.

truly,

Dimim."
Οβ. Writ· for free booklet, "CkiUrr» and TUtr

|1

I
OIH at the 'Phone.
A former "hello" girl of the
on telephone exchange related one of
ier experience· on the wire, whloh she
mid hid made a deep impreaaion on her I
nind, and ha· alnoe caused her to do I
J
tonsidersble thinking.
"A man who worked in a down town I
itore waa in the habit of calling np a I
adj friend of hia several times a day.
3e had jnat the aweetest voice I had I
iver heard, and hia conversation was I
limply angelic. Hia voice had a ring
hat waa both captivating and muaical, I
md I moat confess I fell in love with
hat voioe. Hia charming tone and I
inavity led me to believe that he mnat I
>e the bandaomeet man in thia part of
be country, and I was almost dying to
iee him.
"One day I was excused from duty at
.he exchange and sauntered down to the I
11
•tore in which he waa employed.
cnew hia name, having heard it called I
requently over the line, and after enter·
I
ng hia buainesa place I asked a lady to
point out Mr. Blank to me.
"There he is over yonder by that show
;ase," said the clerk.
"I looked in the direction indicated, I
ind my dream of manly beauty was I
juickly and rudely shattered. Instead
)f the handsome fellow I had expected I
» find, Mr. Blank was as ugly a mortal I
He was I
m I had ever sat eyes upon.
Mldheaded, one of his eyes looked to the I
)ast while the other gazed in a west-byjorth direction. His nose was crooked, I
liis mouth large and irregular, and be I

■337 Farm Hunters answered our news-1
[inper advertising during July.
If you wunt to get α quirk, cash rale
vrite today for our FlcEK description
•limits, so that your farm may be brought
k> the attention of the&e Farm Buyers.
We require no advance payment
"Street's Bargain List" of big trade*
mailed free.
—

FARM
E. Â. STROIIT
Ν. V.

150 Nasa·· St,

AGENCY,

Tr*m«st Tempi»,

BOSTON

Acenta.
W. O. FROTH1NQHAM, South Paria.

rSKKCH, Norway.

D.M.|

The nickel rails in the
QUAKER MODEL are easy
to

on

remove

as

they

are

without bolts.
50 cts.

Dow"'"d

50 cts.. w»t

put

Hobbs'
W.
Variety Stort, Norway.

George

